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WHO’SWHO
DIRECTORS

FOR CLUB MEMBERSHIP, RENEWALS, CHANGE OF ADDRESS,
CLUB QUERIES
Contact the Membership Team on:
Tel: 0113 257 7180 E-mail: membership@saabclub.co.uk

POSTAL ADDRESS
c/o MYPEC, Festoon Rooms, Sunny Bank Mills, Farsley, Pudsey, West Yorkshire LS28 5UJ.
Club Insurance Schemes. Tel: 0800 298 4071

IMPORTANT
Please quote your Membership Number on ALL correspondence
CONTRIBUTIONS
Please send your contributions to:
MYPEC
annes@mypec.co.uk
0113 257 9646
The Festoon Rooms, Sunny Bank Mills,
Farsley, Leeds LS28 5UJ.

Technical queries for Car Clinic, Richard
Elliott. (See Car Clinic for details.)

CHAIRMAN
Dave Garnett
01706 368724
Gorsey Field House, Birtle, Bury, BL9 6UD.
chairman@saabclub.co.uk
VICE CHAIRMAN – Derek Best
National Event Co-ordinator/Company Secretary
01900 814317
Longview, Central Road, Dearham,
Maryport, Cumbria CA15 7ER.
derek@saabmail.co.uk
VICE CHAIRMAN – Elli Wilson
Regional Groups’ Co-ordinator
01527 403596
43 Towbury Close, Oakenshaw South,
Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 7YZ.
branches@saabclub.co.uk
Finance – Bryan Riley
01482 632162
Lowlands, Reading Room Yard, North Ferriby,
East Yorkshire, HU14 3DE.
finance@saabclub.co.uk

For information, and ALL articles, Group
Organisers’ reports, Post Bag, Sport, etc.
(See above for address.)

Copy should be submitted either by e-mail or on
CD or DVD, either in PC or Mac format.
Photographs should be undamaged and of a
good quality and, if supplied digitally, be of a
high resolution for print, either 300dpi or taken
at the highest resolution setting on your camera.
Please supply as separate jpeg files, NOT
embedded in a WORD document.

Register articles to respective Registrars.
(See individual Register Pages.)
Classified Advertisements – see page 53

DEADLINE DATES
July/August 2015 29 May 2015
September/October 2015 31 July 2015

IT Director – Nick Hoare
web-content@saabclub.co.uk

DISPLAY ADVERTISING IN THE SAAB ‘DRIVER’
Anyone in the business of selling goods or services related to the motor industry can advertise in
‘Driver’. If Members can recommend a service or would like to suggest a potential advertiser please
contact our Sales Executive:
Kay Scott
KJS Advertising Tel: 01943 461679
E-mail: kjsadvertising@btinternet.com

CLUB VALUATION SCHEME
The Club Valuation Scheme is continuing to provide a very important service to Club Members. However, I would like
to remind everyone that the purpose of the scheme is to provide The Valuation Service for any model of Saab which
qualifies for an ‘Agreed Value’ Insurance Policy. To obtain a Valuation please request a form, return this along with a
series of good quality photographs showing all aspects of the vehicle. The Valuation will be issued soon after receipt of
the information, but please remember that if there is any doubt due to lack of information or poor quality photographs
the Valuation may be withheld. Finally, can I please emphasise that Valuations cannot be provided for cars less than ten
years old, and are not based on resale value.
Ken Dover
Manor Heath, Manor Brow, Keswick, Cumbria CA12 4AP

Saab ‘Driver’ is published by The Saab Owners Club of Great Britain Ltd.
Designed and produced by:
MYPEC, The Festoon Rooms, Sunny Bank Mills, Farsley, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS28 5UJ.
Tel: 0113 257 9646 E-mail: info@mypec.co.uk www.mypec.co.uk

Disclaimer
The Club welcomes contributions to ‘Driver’, but reserves the right to amend them where necessary. All contributions,
whether they bear names, initials or pseudonyms, are accepted on the understanding that the author is responsible for the
opinions expressed and that they do not necessarily reflect or comply with those of the Club, publisher or editor. Although
every care is taken, the Club, publisher and editor cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to material submitted.
Whilst every care is taken to ensure contents are accurate, the Club, publisher and editor assume no responsibility for any
effects arising from errors or omissions. Acceptance of material is not a guarantee of publication in any particular issue, since
space is at a premium. The Club, publisher and editor cannot guarantee to return original material and photographs.

MEMBERSHIP TEAM NUMBER: 0113 257 7180

9.00am-4.00pm

Motorsport Secretary – Richard Simpson
0114 288 7612
11A Park Drive, Stocksbridge,
Sheffield, S36 1EP.
motorsport@saabclub.co.uk

Membership – Rich Bone
0121 288 2663
160 Ardath Road, Birmingham B38 9PE.
membership@saabclub.co.uk
National Events Co-ordinator,
Benefits and Services – Rachel Hillier
01379 740158
Linnaeus, Norwich Road, Scole
Diss, Norfolk IP21 4DY.
SootySaab@aol.com
Saab Independent Dealer Liaison – John Ransley
0161 338 2423
133 Stocks Lane, Stalybridge
Cheshire, SK15 2NU.
saabspecialist-liaison@saabclub.co.uk
International Liaison and Saab Butik
– Iain Hodcroft
07976 314012
international@saabclub.co.uk
Managing Editor – Os Reid
07768 048478
dr.reid@btconnect.com
Performance and Tuning, Registers Co-ordinator
– Adrian Summerfield
07581 880785
boost@saabclub.co.uk
NON DIRECTORS
Club Publicity & Awareness – Alex Rankin
07963 066384
14 Southwoods, Yeovil, Somerset BA20 2QG.
therankins565@btinternet.com
Librarian/Historian – Keith Long
01226 385139
history@saabclub.co.uk
Valuer – Ken Dover
Manor Heath, Manor Brow, Keswick,
Cumbria CA12 4AP. Post only

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
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STEERINGWHEEL
Hi Everyone.
At last the daylight hours are back, I
received a telephone call asking about
discounts from Saab Authorised Service
Centres to whom I said, various dealers
do give discount, but you should always
check with them beforehand.
A typical example is Neo Brothers. We
have negotiated with Neo Brothers Ltd
(the Saab parts specialists), a discount of
10% for our Club Members on goods
bought from them (excluding special
offers, tyres, performance parts and
delivery charges).
The Saab Authorised Service Centres
adverts have now extended to three
pages.
The Club membership appears to be
growing, albeit slowly, and the
membership hotline has changed to
0113 2577180, with MYPEC taking over
this service.
The Winter Weekend in Ironbridge was
a great success, and thanks go to
Bernard and Jean Crowhurst for
organising the event and, as Jean says,
why not organise one in your part of the
country?
There are other events to take your
fancy; Swedish Day on 10 May, Peaks and
Dales on 13 June, Saabs on the Marches
Hotel weekend and driving tour on

26/27 June and, of course, the National
at the beginning of July. For more details,
see the notice board pages.
The Neo Bros ‘Saab 96SS’ article
makes interesting reading, as does the
article ‘For the Love of Cars’ (make
a point of tuning in to Channel 4 in
mid May).
The Board would like to thank the
Registrars, who do a sterling job writing
their articles which appear each month
and have some very interesting and
informative stories. We must also include
our thanks to all the other people who
work in the background for the Club.
Don’t forget to enter the competition
in this issue. The Autoglym prize
package will give many hours of ‘fun’ to
the lucky winner.
The 2015 Saab International will be
held in Norway, 2-7 August and more
information is available by going direct
to the INTSAAB 2015 site
www.intsaab2015.com
Don’t forget the Saabfestival 2015 will
take place in Trollhättan, 5-7 June. More
information will be available at
saabcarmuseum.se and I hope to see
some of you at the festival.
Enjoy your ‘Driver’
daveg

ANY BUDDING AUTHORS?
Amberley Publishing, the specialist publisher, are looking for budding authors to
help them extend their series of books on classic cars.
“We would be interested in publishing guides to classic Saab models as part of
our series on classic cars,” explains Alexander Stilwell of Amberley Publishing.
The book(s) would need between 12,000 and 14,000 words and have about
100 illustrations.
“Our authors range hugely in experience from first-time writers to well-known
professionals but they all display impressive knowledge and enthusiasm in their
fields of expertise. Our aim at Amberley is to channel our authors’ passion
through their books, in a way that appeals to a large and varied readership,”
added Alexander.
Amberley pay a royalty of 8% net on their series titles. The initial print run
would be around 750 copies, though reprints are easy to arrange. The published
price would approximately £14.99.
“We hope our books can introduce new readers to a topic, rekindle old
memories, fill in knowledge gaps, spark debate or quite simply provide enjoyment
of a subject,” summed up Alexander.
If this has stirred the author, then please contact Alexander at Amberley Books
01453 847 800, a.stilwell@amberley-books.com, www.amberley-books.com
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Membership
Services
The Club’s management and
administration of membership
services has recently been taken
over by MYPEC, the publishers of
Saab ‘Driver’.
MYPEC will be responsible for
managing the database of Club
Members and will provide a five day,
Mon-Fri dedicated telephone
service for enquiries, membership,
renewals and general enquiries –
with an out-of-hours answer
phone service.
In addition, MYPEC have reviewed
the Club’s membership material and
re-designed new member packs,
stationery, membership cards and
car stickers – you will see these
on renewal.
“Managing our membership is
time consuming and needs constant
monitoring and administration. For
the past ten years, this has been run
by MG Owners Club on our behalf
and we thank them for all their hard
work. However, we felt the time was
right to move these services to
MYPEC who will offer a more
pro-active service to retain existing
members and assist our
Membership Director to recruit new
members,” commented Chairman,
Dave Garnett.
The new Membership Team
enquiry number is 0113 268 5180
and the email
membership@saabclub.co.uk

SOC Website

The Club’s new website will go live
very shortly. The site will have a lot
more photographs and articles from
the ‘Driver’.
The new membership material will
also be available on the website,
with improved online joining
facilities available soon.
Go to page 13 for more details.

MOTORINGNEWS

INSURANCE MATTERS

This edition’s insider article from Neil Franklin of the club’s preferred insurance provider,
SOC Insurance.
It’s common for us drivers to run down insurers – they are
easy targets when claims are not resolved to a policyholder’s
satisfaction or decisions over liability are not accepted or
premiums have increased or…
I thought I’d present a couple of scenarios that show the
other side of the coin – not so you’ll feel sorry for insurers
but perhaps to attempt to give a glimpse of some of the
injustices insurers themselves face.
The first one is memorable for all the wrong reasons. A few
years ago we had a client whose son thought it might be fun
to take his girlfriend out for a drive in his dad’s car. The lad
wasn’t covered on the policy, yet when he crashed the car
and seriously injured the girl she had a legitimate claim
against the insurer. There’s an EU Directive that says an
insurer cannot avoid a third party personal injury claim
regardless of the contract wording. Now, no-one would argue
that the disabled girl should be left without recourse but

should an insurer be liable for the costs when the son wasn’t
even included on the policy?
Cases of insurance fraud have also been prevalent in the
industry press of late. One stand-out case involved 3 men
from the North who, it turned out, had 2 separate claims
progressing with 2 separate insurers for 2 broadly similar
accidents. The investigation into the second claim revealed
similarities to the first case – both involved a taxi carrying
passengers and injury claims from the occupants. Further
investigations found that the fraudsters were linked to
another five similar car insurance claims. Had they been
successful on just the alerting claim the insurer would have
been on the hook for costs in the region of £145,000.
As the weather begins to improve and Summer
approaches I hope you get the chance to make the most
of the dry, grippy roads. Please just remember to be safe
out there.

SOC Insurance – 0800 298 4071 (or 01424 205078 for mobiles)

MEMBERS DISCOUNT NEGOTIATED
WITH LEADING TAILORED CAR
COVER MANUFACTURER.
Covercraft are the original tailored car cover producer,
celebrating their 50th anniversary this year.
50 years of development has resulted in highly breathable
specialised fabrics which offer the best levels of protection for
your car against rain, snow, acid rain, dirt, dust, UV (sun) damage,
bird droppings and tree sap. With extremely high UV protection,
their leading fabrics come with a four year warranty, with an
expected lifespan of anywhere from six to 15 years depending on
external conditions and care taken.
With over 80,000 patterns, Covercraft boasts by far the most
extensive collection of vehicle cover patterns, ensuring that
ordering with Covercraft of Europe couldn’t be simpler.
• Superior Fabric offering the best protection in the Car
Cover market
• Four year Warranty that’s two years more than the
nearest competitor
• Over 80,000 patterns Largest collection in the World
Covercraft were founded in the USA in 1965 and have been
established here in Europe since 1990. Recently, Covercraft of
Europe has seen some major changes in its structure, to provide

an even better
service to its
European clients,
distributors and retailers. Marty
Litchmann, CEO of Covercraft USA, has now
discount for
joined forces with the Directors of Protec Covers,
SOC Members
Keith and Anne Proctor. Covercraft is the World’s
number one custom car cover manufacturer and
Protec Covers are the leading European manufacturer of caravan
and motorhome covers and they will now be working together to
manufacture the European car and bike covers in the UK.
Covercraft’s covers are stylishly tailored to the contours of your
car or bike, giving you the ultimate in protection. Be it indoor or
outdoor, Covercraft have a wide range of specifically developed
materials to suit your needs. With a vast database of patterns
going back to the 1890s, Covercraft have got you covered.

10%

Covercraft of Europe 01274 721133
sales@covercraft-europe.com www.covercraft-europe.com
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MOTORINGNEWS

INSTITUTE SHOCKED BY THE
SPEEDERS IN ENGLAND AND
including 146mph on motorways, 128mph in a 30 zone.

The Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM) has lifted the lid on the worst examples of
excessive speeding caught on safety cameras across England and Wales in 2014.
Britain’s two worst speeders were caught at 146mph, both by
Kent Police on the M25. One was travelling anti-clockwise at
Junction 5 at Clacket Lane Services, the other going clockwise
at Swanley.
There were three other instances of speeds of 140mph or more
being recorded; 145mph on the M6 toll road (70mph limit),
141mph on the A1 Great Ponton Northbound road (70mph limit)
and 140mph on the A5 Crick Eastern Verge road (60mph limit).
But perhaps the most astounding figure was 128mph recorded
on London Road, East Grinstead – a 30mph road, exceeding the
limit by 98mph.
The statistics come from a Freedom of Information request
made by the leading road safety charity to police forces in
England and Wales. The IAM asked each police force for the
highest recorded incidences of speed caught on safety cameras
in 2014, including locations, speed limits and top speed in
each case.
Of the 41 police force areas the IAM requested the
information from, 36 responded. All forces recorded at least one
top speed over 110mph with the exception of City of London,
8 SAABDRIVER

Cleveland, Greater Manchester, Northumbria, West Midlands and
South Yorkshire.
Wales’ top speeder was an individual who recorded 136mph on
the A5 Ty Nant to Dinmael road in Conwy, which has a 60mph limit.
London’s worst speeder was recorded at 123mph on a 30mph
road by the Metropolitan Police. The location has not been
revealed as it is exempt under Section 31 of the Freedom of
Information Act.
The highest figure recorded in a 50mph zone was 120mph by
Nottinghamshire Police on the A631 Beckingham road.
And the worst speed caught on a 40mph road was 115mph on
A10 Great Cambridge Road in Cheshunt, Hertfordshire.
The IAM’s fundamental belief as is that an improvement in
driving skills and attitude is the key to reducing the numbers of
people killed and injured on UK roads.
It has long advocated advanced driving and riding tuition and
continuous development in skills to help achieve this.
Sarah Sillars, IAM chief executive officer, said: “It is
disheartening to say the least that some road users are showing
such disregard for the safety of all other road users –

A summary of the highest speed recorded in each police area

WORST
WALES

pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists and
other drivers.
“At speeds of 140mph an individual is
travelling at nearly two-and-a-half miles a
minute. At that speed it is simply impossible
to react to anything that might happen in
front of you.
“It is also impossible to handle corners,
gradients, street furniture and junctions with
any effectiveness. In short, all these
individuals are playing with their own lives
and others – they are all accidents waiting
to happen and it requires a major shift in
the attitudes of these people to think
about safety.”
The IAM supports the use of safety camera
systems at collision hot spots, on roads with
a speed related crash record and at areas of
proven risk, such as motorway road works.
iam.org.uk

Location
Speed (mph)
Avon and Somerset Police
M4 J20 – 19 Eastbound
138
Bedfordshire Police
M1 J 13 & 12 Southbound
116
Cambridgeshire Constabulary
A14 Eastbound
128
Cheshire Constabulary
A556 Chester Road
128
City of London
Upper Thames Street Stew Lane
86
Cumbria Constabulary
M6 Todhills
136
Cleveland Police
A171
99
Derbyshire Constabulary
M1 Northbound, Tibshelf
110
Dorset Police
A35 Tolpuddle Bypass eastbound
110
Durham Police
A66 Galley Bank, Barnard Castle
111
Essex Police
A127 Arterial Road Rayleigh
111
Gloucestershire Constabulary
A417 Dartley Bottom
121
Greater Manchester Police
A5103 Princess Rd, Manchester
104
Hampshire Constabulary
A31
123
Hertfordshire Constabulary
A10 Great Cambridge Rd, Cheshunt, Herts
115
Humberside Police
A180 Great Coates
125
Kent Police
M25 anti-clockwise Clacket Lane Services Jn 5
146
M25 clockwise Swanley
146
Lancashire Constabulary
A683 Lancaster/Morecambe By-Pass, Heysham
115
Leicestershire Police
M1 Southbound, Swinford
119
Lincolnshire Police
A1 Great Ponton Northbound
141
Merseyside Police
M62
112
Metropolitan Police
Not revealed
123
Norfolk Constabulary
A11 Ketteringham
120
Northamptonshire Police
A5 Crick Eastern Verge
140
Northumbria Police
A1 Western Bypass
103
North Wales Police
A5 Ty Nant to Dinmael, Conwy
136
Nottinghamshire Police
A631 Beckingham
120
South Wales Police
M4 between J35 Pencoed and J34 Miskin
125
South Yorkshire Police
M1 s bound J31 Woodhall Services
100
Suffolk Constabulary
A140 Coddenham
119
Surrey Police
A3 Burntcommon
127
Sussex Police
London Road, East Grinstead
128
Thames Valley Police
A4146 Leighton Buzzard to Bletchley Road
121
Warwickshire Police
M6 Toll Gantry 1165b
145
West Mercia Police
A41 Tern Hill towards Whitchurch
118
West Midlands Police
M6 J5 to J8
106

Limit (mph)
70
60
70
70
30
70
50
50
70
70
50
70
40
70
40
70
70
70
60
50
70
50
30
70
60
50
60
50
70
50
50
70
30
70
70
60
50
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POSTBAG
Car Insurance

Older Saab parts available

Neil Franklin of Chris Knott Insurance writes in the March/April
edition of ‘Driver’ of how the SOC benefits financially from
motor policies taken out by Saab owners who are Members of
the Club. He also writes that individual Members are saved
money on their car insurance and the Club receives a share
of the fees earned by Chris Knott Insurance to offset costs
of membership.
What concerns me is, that as an 81 year old part-retired
surveyor renewing the insurance on my 1998 9-5, and on quite
limited income, receives a renewal quotation from CKI of a
premium in excess of £100 of the premium I paid to CKI last
year (£202 to £339!). My circumstances haven’t changed one
iota. Some saving, Mr Franklin.
My understanding was that insurance brokers, per se,
searched the market to get the best ‘deal’ but perhaps what
they really search for is the best deal for them in terms of fees
earned. In order to reduce the premium, I have, on a Saab
worth no more than £1000 maximum, opted to total both
voluntary and compulsory excess at £625! Premiums should not
escalate without explanation rather than baldly sending a
renewal and hope that no-one notices the increase.
Rob Trigg, 013635-9

I owned a rural garage where I specialised in working on Saabs
in the north-east of England. I retired in 2001, but retained a
large collection of Saab parts, some of which I have been able
to use on friends cars, but still retain parts for 99/900/9000 on
the list below. If any Club Members are interested in the parts
please contact me Tel: 01434 681 274 or mobile: 07831417651.

Various exhaust parts stored for the last 14 years and
manufactured by Walker and Bosal
4 x 900 front pipe 78-84.
1 x 900 84 > front pipe and silencer.
1 x 99/90 front pipe.
1 x 900 85-86 front pipe and silencer.
1 x 99 front pipe and silencer.
1 x 99/900 centre silencer.
2 x 900 84 > silencer and tail pipe.
2 x 99/900 centre pipe.
1 x tail pipe probably 900 turbo.
1 x 900 82-86 tail pipe.
2 x 900 78-83 tailpipe.
1 x 99/900 76-85 centre silencer.
1 x 900 turbo 84-93 tail pipe.
2 x 9000i saloon 89-95 rear silencer.
1 x 9000i hatchback 86-89 centre pipe and silencer.
1 x 9000i pre-cat. centre silencer.
Saab 96 V4 bonnet in primer new.

We first won Mr Trigg’s business by beating his renewal from an
alternative provider in 2014. Our £246.78 with Ageas beat his
renewal of £301.60 and he switched to us.
This year, Ageas have increased their premiums for older drivers
as a result of an increase in claims costs for that sector, so we had to
invite at £339. Incidentally, we would expect the remainder of the
market to be increasing their rates as a driver moves further into
their 80s. What has not been revealed is whether Mr Trigg has
found cover any cheaper elsewhere. Regardless of this, in the renewal
invitation we did suggest that there may be other quotes available to
us, especially if Mr Trigg was prepared to consider a higher excess.
Of course, we can’t keep reducing premiums for clients ad infinitum,
but we do aim to remain competitive against the rest of the market.
The end result; – Mr Trigg has been quoted £256.76 with an
alternative insurer on our panel. As premium cost is clearly the
issue, we’ve suggested this higher excess to get the rate down. If
this was a bad deal for him I’m sure he would have left us, but
he hasn’t.
Members can rest assured that we’re not in the business of trying
to hoodwink them or hope that any necessary increases aren’t
noticed – that’s too flimsy and short-termist. The quick buck has
never been a lure. We want to build lasting relationships with clients
that ultimately profit all of us. Indeed, we found that 79% of the
club’s members renewed with us last year and so far this year that
figure is 85%.
We’re sorry that the reason for the existing insurer’s increase
wasn’t explained when the initial renewal was invited, but it really
is impossible to provide an explanation of every single quote as there
are so many variables.
Nick Day, Chris Knott Insurance
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1 x Box containing
2 x Saab 6ins diameter pressure gauges.
1 x Saab 6ins diameter vacuum/boost gauge (really useful).
2 x Anti-knock sensors and wiring.
3 inch diameter pressure gauge.
Various pipes/unions
1 x water pump extractor early 99/Triumph engine
(well used but OK).
1 x 25 litres Duckhams Hypoid 80W90 unopened and sealed.
1 x 25 litres Duckhams Hypoid 75W90S unopened and sealed.
Various NGK plugs also some Champion.
Box of early 9000 electrics from a dismantled car.
2 x boxes containing special tools for 99/900 acquired when a
local Saab dealer ceased trading.
Many 99/900 service manuals garage used.
John W Proudlock

• BODY PANELS
• TRIM PARTS
• SUSPENSION PARTS

• HEADLAMP REFLECTORS
• BRAKE PARTS
• SERVICE PARTS

SAABits is the SAAB parts supplier run by enthusiasts. We run
and maintain our own SAABs and use our own parts. If you canʼt
find the part you need, contact us and we will try to track it down.

SAAB 95 TO 9-5 – ALL ONLINE – ALL FROM STOCK!

www.saabits.com Tel: 01392 581185
Use code SOC1014 for a 10% discount online

www.saabsparesbreakers.co.uk

future

supplying new or used SAAB parts

vision
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Proud to support Bagnall Saab
Email: enquiries@saabsparesbreakers.co.uk
Tel: 07817 408 937 Tel Weekends: 07970 679 364

ABBOTT
Authorised repairer of all
SAAB vehicles and supplier
of genuine parts
Covering Suffolk and Essex
E: saabparts@abbottracing.com

Manningtree 01255 870636
For more information relating to products and services please visit

www.abbottracing.com

Abbott Racing Motorsport, Wix, Manningtree, Essex, CO11 2UJ

B. & D. SPECIALIST CARS
SAAB - OUR SPECIALITY

Servicing SAAB cars
in the West Midlands
w:: b
bagnallsaab.com
w
agnallsaab.com

1 Auckland
Auckland R
Road,
oad, H
Highgate,
ighgate, B
Birmingham,
irmingham, B11
B11 1RH
1RH

Motorvation

SAAB 900, 9000, 9-3, 9-5 SPECIALISTS
Established 1985
CAPEL GARAGE,
HALFMOON LANE,
PARTS:
TUDELEY,
Genuine New or Used, Quality
TONBRIDGE,
Imported (Mail Order if required)
KENT TN11 0PT
Customer Cars for Sale (Listed free)
SERVICING:
Menu Prices (Free Courtesy Car)

A friendly service where ADVICE IS ALWAYS FREE!

TEL: 01892 825208 FAX: 01892 822447
E-MAIL: chris@motorvationsaab.co.uk

www.motorvationsaab.co.uk

Reg MorriS GarageS
30 Years, Experience as a Dealer now

Breaking 9000,
Classic 900,
900, 9-3 and 9-5
Courtesy cars
available

INDEPENDENT SAAB SPECIALIST
We offer SAAB Dealer Experience at Specialist Prices
• New & Used Car Sales
• Service & MOT

• MOT Testing • Electronic Tuning
• Tyres • Batteries • Wheel alignment & balancing

• New, Used & Budget Parts
• 10% Discount for SOC members

Tel: 01427 752332

Tel: 01303 264700 for appointment
RANGE ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HYTHE

www.regmorrisgarages.co.uk
1 Doncaster Road, Westwoodside, Doncaster

Central Saab Specialist
Scotland’s Premier Performance and SAAB Servicing Centre
• All of our services are carried out to the
highest standards;
• Engines, Electrics, Transmission, Brakes, Steering,
Suspension
• Air Conditioning Servicing

• Courtesy Cars Available
• Over 17 years SAAB experience
• Qualified SAAB Master Technician
• Warranty Cars no problem
• All our work is fully guaranteed

Telephone: 01875 821 144
6/1 Butterfield Industrial Estate, Bonnyrigg, Midlothian, EH19 3JQ

www.centralsaabspecialist.com
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CARCLINIC

For CAR CLINIC letters send a SAE for individual replies to:
Richard Elliott, ‘The Quorls’. 9 Wheatcroft, Hadfield. Glossop SK13 2EN
Telephone: 01457 852944 E-mail: technical@saabclub.co.uk

Key code issue

Black plugs and codes

I’m John from Ontario, Canada (was from Droylsden). I am
having issues with (key not accepted) none starting error on my
2002 9-5 Wagon.
I do not have a fob buttoned key, just two solid spares which
not long ago I had to create due to losing my one and only key,
I had the twice reprogrammed. I’ve been driving it for six
months since my new key issue. No problems.
My LED alarm light is off, no central locking, electric seats
died, I had to wire back/forward motor to get access to the seat
rail bolts to remove the seat.
I do get all my stage lights when I turn the key.
I have removed my twice, ignition receiver, keys and mailed
them to get checked by a car alarm friend in Toronto. He tells
me the twice is still married to the keys, he says the copper wire
transmitter is OK too. He is mailing it all back to me but still
left puzzled.
We have no Saab main dealers now, Chevrolet dealerships
taken over servicing. I could get it towed to a Chevy dealership
to get scanned though I’m trying to solve it myself before I have
to take a mortgage out for dealership rates.
I’m not getting much luck from the forums websites. I do
know if I have a push button fob, I believe if you hold the open
button whilst the keys fully turned for a few seconds the car
will start?
I am puzzled and would like some help please. I have bought
two used fob keys on eBay UK for £15 as they are expensive
here and had them mailed to my brother in Tintwhistle,
Glossop to save paying eBay import charges to Canada. He will
forward them to me and hope, if I buy an uncut Type 1 with
empty fob, transfer the guts, have the key programmed and try
the method I just explained of holding down the open button,
then I might get the car started.
Have you come across this issue before?
John Adderley

I am doing too many short journeys at the moment and plugs
were a bit black and the top of piston moist!
Car running fine, what in your opinion is bringing the codes
on from time to time?
P1312 – Combustion Detection cyl 1+2. Open Circuit /
Short to B+
P1334 – Combustion Detection cyl 3+4. Open Circuit /
Short to B+
Have cleaned the plugs and I am running the car over the
next few days, so far no repeat of code.
Is this a warning of more trouble or would coked plugs be
enough to bring up the codes?
I’m running high octane fuel, plugs less than 5k, oil fresh.
Philip Saven

I have had 9-5 models which when electrical work has been carried
out, have lost the key code. Usually when this happens with tech 2
it can be reprogrammed. I am not aware of any other method to
reprogramme a key to the vehicle.
Remote from another vehicle can also be programmed to your
vehicle using tech 2.
The problem with the seats could be due to the fact that the Twice
unit is not programmed with the feature.

SID repair recommendation
An address you may like to pass on for the benefit of Members
of older Saab models suffering from pixel failure on SID and
ACC panels: www.sidmaster.co.uk based in Gloucestershire.
I used this company recently for my 1999 9-5 Estate with
complete satisfaction.
SID replacement £65.00 (I received a SID 2).
ACC refurbish (of owners’ own unit) £45.00.
The website is very informative as well.
Howard J Smith
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This fault code relates to an internal fault in the direct ignition
unit, has no effect on running but will cause check engine light to
come on sometimes, only cure is to fit new DI unit.
New unit is £210 plus vat, don’t buy a cheap recon unit as they
have a very short life.

TECHNICAL TIP

Saab 9-3 and 9-5 regeneration problems.
As stated before in previous articles, repeated short
journeys will block the DPF, the following technical issues
may prevent regeneration on cars which have problems
not related to usage pattern.
The regeneration process is started when the DPF
pressure is too high compared to the inlet pressure and
outlet on the DPF. The process, in simple terms, increases
the injectors fuel flow which in turn increases the
temperature in the DPF to burn off soot deposits in the
DPF whilst driving.
• Some smoke may be noticed which is normal.
• Any air leaks on the pressure reading sensor hoses, front
flexi exhaust, faulty EGR valve may result in a pressure
reading which is lower than actual, therefore not
activating the process.
• A faulty pressure sensor.
• Software update required for the engine ECU, or an
internal fault in the ECU.
• Wiring fault on engine harness, which should also cause
check engine light to be on.
• Faulty injectors
• Faulty thermostat that causes engine to run cool.
All these points could be the cause of repeated failure to
regenerate or clean the DPF.
There are products available that are added to the fuel
tank which claim to clean the DPF continuously whilst
driving and will clean at lower temperatures. Have any
members had success with these products?
Any feedback would be appreciated.

NEW CLUB WEBSITE
The Saab Owners Club is getting a new website! (About time, I
hear you say?). It is planned to go live shortly and by the time you
read this you might even have already seen it.

The site will have a lot more photos and images which
should make it more colourful and generally more
appealing to the eye. We intend to put more of the articles
from the ‘Driver’ onto the site, not just the whole magazine
as we currently do. Non-Members will be able to see the
first line or two but full access will continue to be limited
to Members only.
Since more and more of us access the internet using a
smartphone or tablet, the site has been designed to work
with smaller screens, shrinking and re-arranging itself to
match the device.
The site won’t be perfect to start with. The way we
created web pages on the old site just didn’t fit with the
new design and so we have had to do a lot of work,

chopping and re-working
articles to suit. We have a whole
load of lovely photos of Saabs on
the old site but you couldn’t be
blamed if you hadn’t noticed.
Most of them were hidden away
gathering dust. The new design
works best if all articles have a
picture at the top, so we have
work to do updating articles and
making use of our picture stock.
It turns out that back in the
mist of time, the Member’s
database on the old site had
been customised. The upshot of
this is that we have been unable
to import passwords onto the new site. Unless we come up
with a clever way around this, all Members will have to
reset their password. Before you log on to the new site,
you will need to make use of a ‘Forgot my password’
feature in order to reset it. I apologise for this
inconvenience in advance. We will be posting full
instructions on the new site shortly.
We will be keeping but re-working existing features like
the galleries and the recently invigorated Classified ads
section. The new design opens up many new opportunities
and we will be taking full advantage over the coming
months. As always, constructive suggestions are welcome.
Send them to me at webmaster@saabclub.co.uk
Nick Hoare

REDHILL GARAGE | NOTTINGHAM
Tel: 0115 967 0332 E: chris@redhillgarage.net
A family business for over 25 years, where we treat our customers
with respect and provide a good service for a fair price.
Discounts for Saab Owners Club Members.

Independent SAAB Specialists • Fully Qualified Technicians • Complete Diagnostic Services
Full service & repair facilities for cars & light commercial vehicles, up to 3.5 tonnes
We supply clutches, exhausts, brakes, batteries, cam belts & tyres • Car Sales • MOTs
Specialist Air-Conditioning service by arrangement • Member of the Good Garage Scheme

Redhill Garage Ltd, 262 Mansfield Road, Arnold, Nottingham, NG5 8JY • www.redhill-garage.co.uk
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After its world premiere unveiling in Sweden
in 2013, it was high time that our 96ss was
put to work on the track where it was
originally destined for.
Admittedly, we had planned for it to have its first test track day in
the Spring of 2014 but, the final infra-structure works at Neo
Brothers premises and general business pressures took priority
over the 96ss so, frustratingly, the test day had to be put off.
We work better under pressure, so on purpose at the 2014
SOC National, we committed Neo Brothers to putting six race
cars on the track at Cadwell for the 2015 SOC National. With that
commitment there was no going back and the 96ss was given top
priority in February 2015 for it to be ready for a test day in March.
The track day was booked for 30 March 2015 at the Bedford
Autodrome. Two cars would be taken, our original 93 hatch race
car and the 96ss, so we had to get on with it. At the same time,
work on our latest project the 96sc (Sport Coupe) was picking up
momentum, so we found ourselves having to make time for both
projects, no pressure!
In the week before the test day, our garage checks clearly
showed that the 96ss was too loud. Knowing that track marshals
are very strict on noise levels and bearing in mind, that we had
previously had noise issues with our Grinnall at a different track,
we had to make a late modification to the exhaust system. £175
plus VAT later, a new silencer was delivered on the Friday morning
before the Monday test day.
Within a few hours suitable modifications were made to the
new silencer and it was fitted and noise levels were being tested
before lunch.
We were restricted to 10 persons within the pit area and Team
NEO was four in number. Guest numbers were therefore severely
limited. Who to invite? Hopefully, our friends, customers and
supporters understand our predicament, there was no intention
whatsoever to disappoint or upset anyone.
The next problem was that the weather was threatening to ruin
our Monday test run with heavy rain. There were innumerable
internet weather checks from Thursday to Sunday by many
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NEO’S 9
individuals! Indeed, on the Thursday before the test day, we had
to warn our guests of the possibility that the test run might have
to be cancelled due to rain. An anxious weekend ensued and the
final decision to go was made at 3.00pm on the Sunday!
A few last minute tweaks on Sunday and we were then very
ready, willing and able to go for it.
The Team NEO were up at 4.00am on Monday (way too early
but admittedly we were excited) and we were all at our premises
at 5.25am ready to load up the two race cars onto the
transporter. The tools (just in case) were put into our van and we
headed off on a very cold and windy morning (but with a very dry
and clear day). Perfect for racing!
The cars were sound tested with the 93 hatch and 96ss
recording 72dB and 80dB respectively at 4,500rpm with a limit of
87dB. A bit close for the 96ss but it passed. We were on. Off to
the safety briefing and then out to the pits.
The track was on an ‘open pit’ basis so we could go on and off
as we pleased, perfect for testing.
Helmets on, safety harnesses tightened and we were off, the
96ss (aka ‘Dematso’) in the front, closely shadowed by its elder
brother the old 93 hatch.
Respect for the 96ss was the order of the day because it was
unknown and untamed. Yes, we had built it from scratch; yes we
had recycled and joined two body shells together (a 41 year old
1974 96 with a 10 year old 93); yes we had used a lot of new
expensive parts; yes it had been tuned on a Roto test by Maptun
whilst it was in Sweden BUT, it was still an unknown entity on the
track. It was not designed by a sophisticated expensive
computer, it was designed and built in the old fashioned way by
passionate human Saab enthusiasts!
Our guests at Saabtala in a subsequent write-up had this to
say: “The relationship between a racing driver and his car can be
likened to the relationship one human being has to another. Over

6SS UNLEASHED
time you learn everything there is to know, how to handle,
respect and treat that person, to know that person’s limits, in
effect become one with that person. A racing car is no different,
the same rules apply. This is a new relationship and Neos have to
get to know the car’s limits and how to handle it in all situations.
This will in turn give them the confidence to push it to those
limits and ultimately extract the maximum performance,
becoming one with the car.”
They were so right, but how would the 96ss behave:
• when power was applied enthusiastically
• on wide bends under power
• on tight bends in second gear
• on the straight with virtually full power
• when applying the brakes towards the end of the straight
• when chasing a Porsche GT3
Suffice to say that all the three brothers NEO had a very steep
learning curve when they got behind the wheel of the 96ss,
including having to learn the track at the same time. But, there
was no rain so plenty of ‘learning’ could be had. Importantly, the
natural competitiveness of the brothers also had to be tamed
and subdued (but that didn’t last for very long!).
The 96ss performed much better than we dared expect, there
were no major problems although it had to be tweaked on the
day with the Tech 2. The large Garrett GT turbo meant that at low
revs on tight bends in second gear, power out of the bend was
frustratingly insufficient (we have already found a solution).
However, when the revs built up to 4,000rpm plus, the car’s
performance was transformed to a different level.
Its red line limit is 8,500rpm and once the 1985cc engine is
unleashed it really wants to go to its limits very quickly. On the
long straight it effortlessly achieved 130mph at 6,700rpm (the 9-3
hatch could only achieve 115mph) before having to apply the
6-pot caliper brakes in order to safely get through the series of
tight bends.
Those front 6-pot calipers with 355mm floating disc and race
pads coupled with the rear 291mm grooved discs did their job
reassuringly well, and without any drama throughout the day.
The Quaif gearbox has its own special characteristics but that
was just a question of the driver learning on the job, together
with some adjustment to the gear selector cable.
The 8x18 racing dynamic wheels on Michelin racing slicks
married up to the fully adjustable Maptun coil over kit meant that
it really did go around the corners like it ‘ran on rails!’ We may
need to slightly trim the camber of the front wheels to further
improve its performance on bends.
The learning process was quite quick, competitiveness kicked
back in and we were given a track side ‘noise’ notice board
warning whilst two of the brothers NEO were driving their

respective 96ss and 93 Hatch in close proximity at high speed
(7000rpm). The notice was heeded and they calmed down,
for a while!
Over lunch the topic of conversation was understandably that
of the various experiences that the drivers and passengers within
our group had in the 96ss and to be fair, even the 93 hatch
impressed our guests. ‘Boys with their toys’, is an expression that
comes to mind!
The rain that had been constantly monitored since the
previous Thursday was now threatening to arrive at about
4.00pm and the second half of the track day was due to start at
2.00pm. Guests, together with Team NEO were in the pit stops
before 2.00pm and ready for the next session.
Over dinner, the brothers NEO wisely decided to ‘take it easy’
for the second session and with that, the on-board camera was
attached to the rear of the 93 hatch to capture the 96ss in action
on the track.
That plan was adhered to for several laps, but the NEO
competitive streak unsurprisingly reared its head and the 96ss
was again unleashed with the very satisfying effect that it
impressively torpedoed past the 93 Hatch, which in turn resulted
in a Black Noise flag! Instant dismissal from the track but, it was
no walk of shame back to the pits for the 96ss. It proved its
ability and potential. ‘Dematso’ does not like to be restricted!
In summary, the 96ss did its job exceptionally well and earned
its rightful place within the racing car family of NEO Brothers.
That family now includes the 93 Hatch, the three 93’s, the
Grinnall and of course the 96ss.
Turning back to the old 93 hatch, it had very little time or
attention given to it by way of preparation, but as always, it did
its job in shadowing and teasing the new baby of the family. At
the end of the day our race cars, like road cars, must perform well
and also be reliable.
When we started the 96ss project back in June 2011, our
vision and goal was to build a unique and special Saab race car
that looked good and got people talking before it went onto the
track. The shape of the retro Saab 96 is distinctive and has
been well known for many years. That was the answer to
resurrect the spirit of the 96 and bring it back to life with up-todate technology.
We have had extensive worldwide positive feedback since the
unveiling in 2013, not to mention the further positive feedback
since it was tested.
It may not be to everybody’s taste, but we believe that our
goal has been achieved and we are proud of the 96ss.
Its next outing with the rest of the NEO Brothers racing car
family will be at the National at Cadwell in July, see you then.
www.neobrothers.co.uk
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NOTICEBOARD
SWEDISH DAY UK
10 MAY 2015
In 2008, Swedish Day was started when a gathering of Volvos and Saabs arrived for
a pleasant get-together at Haynes Motor Museum in Somerset. 2015 sees us inviting
you to our eighth Swedish Day UK.

In 2014 we located to a new venue, Haslebury Mill, just
outside Crewkerne. A fantastic old 19th Century Mill with lots
of history everywhere you look and beautiful photographs to
be taken.
The show is organised for those interested in Swedish
vehicles including commercial vehicles as well as all other
Swedish products.
The main Swedish Day will take place on the Sunday but, as
in all the other years, we plan to have our Saturday evening
meal cooked by the chefs at the Mill.
Limited camping will be available for free if wanted.
Also, for the first time last year, we introduced a vehicle
fee of £5.00.
This was to help us with running costs and monies left over
were donated to charity.
The chosen charity for 2015 is ‘Cancer Research UK’.
Each vehicle owner will be given a raffle ticket, as a thank
you, for a chance of a nice gift.
On Sunday, the chefs will cook up a breakfast for those
arriving hungry, as well as a Hog Roast at lunch time. The
Mill’s bar will also be available during the day.
There will be an area available for a few trade stands and
auto jumble alongside our sponsor’s displays.
As always, the event will be a leisurely day out, come along,
park up and meet friends old and new, chat, admire, eat, drink
and chat a bit more.

There will be a few prizes given out; favourite Saab/Volvo,
favourite truck, furthest travelled etc. Maybe a Koenigsegg
may be seen.
Application forms can be found on the website. However
they will also be in the presentation pack on the day if required.
Thank you very much for supporting Swedish Day and
helping it to grow. We look forward to seeing you on the
10 May.

BORDERS SAABISTS?
I’ve seen many a Saab flash past me in North Northumberland, so there
must be some SOC Members in the Secret Kingdom or, indeed in the
Scottish Borders. If anyone feels like getting together or maybe organising
some runs/events then please email me on black.light1986@yahoo.co.uk
Phil and Jude Schwartz, 021918-1
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NOTICEBOARD
PEAKS AND DALES SATURDAY, 13 JUNE 2015
The event will start at Windy Harbour Hotel on Saturday 13 June,
www.peakdistrict-hotel.co.uk, your entry will be allocated a number
on arrival and cars will leave at three minute intervals, (please
ensure you arrive at the start no later than 9.00am with enough fuel
to complete the drive – 120 miles).
You will be supplied a new route which will have plenty of
opportunity to stop and it will cover some of the most scenic areas
of Derbyshire. There will be a stop in Bakewell for refreshments and
afternoon tea at The Bentley Brook, where the World Toe Wrestling
Championship is being held. See www.bentleybrookinn.co.uk
The destination is the Pipes in The Peak, Ashbourne, where you

SAABS ON THE MARCHES
26-28 JUNE 2015
Come and join us for a weekend driving tour taking in the
beautiful Welsh countryside of the Brecon Beacons and Wye
Valley. Designated a national park in 1957, the Brecon
Beacons National Park is situated in mid-Wales and contains
some of the most spectacular and distinctive upland
formations in southern Britain. The park occupies 519 sq
miles of mountains, moors, forests, pastureland, lakes and
the broad Usk valley. The easternmost highlands in the park,
lying between Abergavenny and Hay-on-Wye, are the Black
Mountains (old red sandstone) the highest point being Waun
Fach at 2,660 ft.
Our tour will be based at the Hampton by Hilton Hotel on
the outskirts of Newport. This new modern four-star luxury
hotel serves a complimentary hot and cold buffet breakfast
to start your day and there’s a friendly bar where you can
end your evening.
Recreational amenities include a fitness facility, there’s
complimentary wireless Internet access in the hotel’s public
areas and the guest rooms come with desks, sofa beds, LCD
televisions and blackout drapes.
Our package for the weekend will include:
• Two nights dinner, bed and breakfast
• Dedicated free secure parking area for Saabs only
• A tour pack of interesting places and rest stops along
the way
• A souvenir Rally Plate to commemorate the event
The cost will be £190 based on two people sharing, with a
single room being £140. If you wish to make it a longer break
by extending your stay, we have negotiated a B&B rate of £25
per person with an additional £20 single supplement for the
Sunday night.
Alternatively, you may wish to join us for the tours only at a
cost of £20 per car to include the commemorative rally plate
and route instructions.
For more information and a booking form, please contact,
Alex Rankin at therankins565@btinternet.com or on 01935
431196. Alternatively you can find more information and the
booking form on our website: www.saabclub.co.uk
Please make sure you have holiday insurance to cover the
loss of deposit in case you have to cancel.

will be able to purchase refreshments, lunch and enjoy the organ
music. The venue was once a garage, which now is the home of a
classic vehicle collection and home of the famous organ from
Derby.
The evening meal (optional) will be at Windy Harbour at 8.30pm;
this will be a hot buffet, which will include vegetarian choices. For
those staying on Friday night, we have arranged an optional drive
to Compos fish restaurant in Holmfirth, departing Windy Harbour
at 8.00 pm, meet in reception.
To book please contact Richard Elliott. Last day for entries is 6
June 2015. Tel 07801103426 or e-mail richard@saabtec.co.uk

THE NATIONAL
UPDATE
3-5 JULY
Bookings are flowing in for our National event at Cadwell Park
this July but there are still plenty of ‘slots’ available on the track
for Sunday. The Cadwell Park Operations Team have agreed to
provide all the catering for us over the entire weekend including
a Friday evening supper menu, breakfast rolls, lunch and the
barbecue Saturday evening and breakfast rolls and lunch on
Sunday. These will all be available for us in the clubhouse and
surrounding terrace which have a splendid view over the track.
The club bar will also be open on the Friday and Saturday
evenings from 6.00-10.00pm.
A number of businesses and Saab Specialists are looking
forward to being with us on the event field over the weekend.
Neo Brothers in particular are planning to field six track cars
and have also prepared some commemorative T-shirts, which
will be on sale proceeds from which will go to the charity
Cancer Research UK.
There is ample room for camping and parking up cars for
display. One point that has emerged since our initial
discussions with the Cadwell Park Team is that the paddock for
camping does not have an electrical supply, so if you are
bringing a camper or caravan please make sure your batteries
are fully charged or bring a generator.
Maps and guides for two self-drive excursions are being
prepared for visitors who wish to discover the lovely
countryside, market towns, villages and coast of Lincolnshire.
The northern route passes through Louth, then on to the
Lincolnshire Heritage Railway and back to Cadwell via the
sandy beaches near Theddlethorpe. The southern route heads
out over the Wolds to the Lincolnshire Aviation Centre at East
Kirkby the home of a magnificently restored Lancaster Bomber
which on the Saturday will be performing taxiing displays on the
runway. The cafe here is an accurate reconstruction of a II World
War RAF NAAFI canteen complete with Vera Lynn singing over
the tannoy. Magic! The journey home passes windmills and
watermills so typical of this part of England.
In addition to all our activities the Javelin Car Club have
booked the track on Saturday so there will be plenty of track
action the whole weekend.
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WHAT’SON
MAY

All correspondence to:
STEVE TRIGG, Group Liaison Officer (Midlands)
18 Cleveland Avenue, Draycott, Derbyshire, DE72 3NR.
Tel: 01332 872302 E-mail: stevetrigg@btinternet.com

Friday 26th-Sunday 28th

Swedish Day
See page 16 for full details.

Saabs on the Marches
Brecon Beacons and Wye Valley.
See page 17 for full details.

JUNE

Sunday 28th

Sunday 10th May

Volvo Invitation!
at Lyndon Top Caravan Park, Lyndon Road, Rutland
Water, Oakham, Rutland, LE15 8RN.
nigel.ayling@ntlworld.com

Friday 5th-Sunday 7th
Saab Festival
Trollhättan

Saturday 13th

JULY

Peaks and Dales
Contact: Richard Elliott Tel: 07801 103426
or email: richard@saabtec.co.uk
See page 17 for full details.

Friday 3rd-Sunday 5th
National and Track Day at Cadwell Park.
See page 17 for full details.

AUGUST
Sunday 2nd-Friday 7th
INTSAAB2015 Norway
For more details please visit www.insaab2015.com

NOVEMBER
Friday 13th-Sunday 15th
Classic Car Show
NEC Birmingham.

Please e-mail any events to Steve Trigg, giving dates, times,
locations and a contact name, number and e-mail.
The deadline for ‘WHAT’S ON’ in the July/August 2015
issue is 5 June 2015.

PLEASE QUOTE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER ON ALL CORRESPONDENCE.

Regional Group Meetings and Contacts
BEDFORDSHIRE, HERTFORDSHIRE
& BUCKINGHAMSHIRE SAAB
hold their Club meetings every second Saturday of the
month at The Green Man, Eversholt.
Contact: Christian Sawers T: 01525 402749
E:bedsbuckshertssaab@googlemail.com

EAST MIDLANDS SAAB
NORTH OF SCOTLAND
hold occasional meetings and days out during the year at Contact: Derek Darnell E: derek@ddarnell.f9.co.uk
The Red Lion, Kegworth, DE74 2DA.
NORTH WEST SAAB
Contact: Peter Briggs T: 01623 432531
hold their Club meetings in Manchester every fourth
sonnett2stroke@sky.com
Tuesday of the month. See website for meeting location
www.saab-nw.co.uk.
EAST SUSSEX SAAB

CHESHIRE, NORTH SHROPSHIRE
hold their Club meeting every second Wednesday at The
& STAFFORDSHIRE SAAB
Cricketers Arms, Berwick.
hold their Club meetings every first Wednesday of the month
at The Red Bull, Congleton Road, Church Lawton, Cheshire. Contact: Toby Field T: 01323 460 363
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk
Contact: Chris Boffey T: 01270 624659
E: sc.s.branch@ntlworld.com www.2csaabbranch.org EBOR SAAB
hold their Club meeting every second Wednesday
CUMBRIA SAAB
of each even-numbered month – 7.30pm for 8.00pm
Contact: Derek Best T: 01900 814317
The Grey Horse PH, Elvington, near York.
DRAGON SAAB
Contact: Karl Moxon T: 01482 847120
hold their Club meetings every first Tuesday of the month
E: 38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk
from 7.30 onwards at Ty Nant Pub,Ty Nant Road,
or Chris Greenwood T: 01482 562087
Morganstown, Cardiff, CF15 8LB
E: brindlegreenwood@gmail.com
Contact: Chris Redmond T: 07970 000164
E: red_one900@hotmail.com
EAST ANGLIA SAAB
hold their Club meeting every first Thursday at The
Woolpack, The Street, Fornham St. Martin, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk, IP31 1SW from 7.00pm onwards.
Contact: Rachel Hillier T: 01379 740 158
E: sootysaab@aol.com
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LANCASHIRE SAAB
hold their Club meetings every second Monday
of the month from 7.00pm-10.30pm at The Hesketh
Arms, 81 Liverpool Road, Rufford L40 1SB.
Contact: Steve Alty T: 01772 769015
E:steve.alty@lancashiresaabownersclub.co.uk
www.lancashiresaabownersclub.co.uk

Contact: Richard Elliott T: 01457 852 944
or John T: 0161 929 9155 www.saab-nw.co.uk
SOUTH WEST SAAB
hold their Club meeting every first Wednesday of the
month at Coopers Mill, Brunswick Street, Yeovil,
Somerset.
Contact: Alex Rankin T: 07963 066384
E: therankins565@btinternet.com
or Robin Morley T: 07515 112120
E: robin@southwestsaab.co.uk
SOUTH YORKSHIRE SAAB
Contact: Keith Long T: 01226 385 139
E: saabinn@virginmedia.com
WEST MIDS & WARWICKSHIRE SAAB
hold their Club meetings every first Tuesday of the month
at the Stonebridge Pub at the junction A45/A452 just
1 mile from Birmingham airport.
Contact: Rich Bone E: wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk
www.wmwsoc.co.uk

AROUNDTHEUK

All correspondence to: ELLI WILSON
43 Towbury Close, Oakenshaw South, Redditch,
Worcestershire, B98 7YZ. Tel: 01527 403596
E-mail: branches@saabclub.co.uk

Hello and welcome to this early summer edition of ‘Driver’.
Hopefully by now all of you who had your Saab in hibernation
for the winter have since woken the sleeping beauty and set
about a summer maintenance program? I sent my C900 for a
service and check over, then on its return, the very next day I
thought to myself, let’s just check the events calendar and hey
presto, it was a decent day, I wanted something to do so I set
off for the Beds Herts and Bucks meet.

Beds Herts and Bucks 14-15 March
Having just had its annual service. I set the cruise control on
the C900 at a steady 65mph, I had no SatNav so a trusty
printed map had to suffice. After a pleasant drive down, I pulled
into the car park, a pleasing line of all manner of Saabs were
neatly parked, (see above and opposite). This ranged from a
1972 Saab 99L, a variety of 9000s and 9-5s and a couple of the
last 9-3 Aero models. On entering the Chequers Inn, everyone
was already seated and waiting to place orders, they had
already occupied a quarter of the pub. As more people arrived,

even more tables were taken, this was a fantastic turnout and
Christian Sawers advised that they have this sort of turnout
most months (fantastic)! I hope the new guests who attended
enjoyed their visit and continue to attend, if you do intend to
attend, please note that the locations for monthly meets vary in
and around the Beds Herts and Bucks area, so please do check
the SOC calendar for details of their next meeting.
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Practical Classic Car Show (NEC Birmingham)
As you know, I arrange the stand for the Annual Classic Car
show in November. Well, when the SOC were invited to have a
stand in the March event at the Practical Classic Show, I sort of
kept my head below the radar and hoped I would go unnoticed.
Well, that plan failed miserably, so I was left thinking, I wonder if
anyone else would like to do this? I sent out an email to all our
local Groups, and hey presto, Chris Redmond accepted the
request (lamb and slaughter sprung to mind), anyway after
some 10 months of planning by Chris and help by Alex Rankin
and Robin Morley, they formed a team and produced a stand fit
for a king, well done guys.
The stand was fantastic, and I hope that everyone who
visited the stand left feeling welcome. Chris Boffy and Mike
Doughty were in their element, with the sight of an engine out
of a car and spanners to hand, they were like kids in a sweet
shop. Heidi and Ian Pattinson displayed their lovely 96V4, the
enthusiasm from Heidi is to be admired, I even managed to get
a picture of Heidi and her idol Ant Anstead, boy she was so
happy. Moving on, Chris Redmond had his C900 flat front on
display which always is a stunning crowd puller. In between
stripping the Two-Stroke engine and discussing his car with
visitors, he even found time to discuss other cars, namely the
flat front 9000 (yep getting rare now), this unrestored lovely
model in really nice condition is owned by Alex Rankin. Alex has
a few Classics, not all Saab, but of all his classics he said his
favourite and most pleasant to drive is the 9000. The final car
on display was my C900 Convertible; so a quick explanation of
the pictures – the two Chris’s arguing over a piece of the Saab
engine, our good friend from Volvo admiring the ‘Driver’
magazine (it is after all far superior). A barn find Saab 95, (this
car has apparently been in a barn for over 30 years), then there
is me with the thinking, if it don’t work... hit it with a
Birmingham screwdriver (hammer) and of course all the cars on
the stand. During the show, one of our Members came on the

stand to admire the cars and the hard work we do. To that end,
SOC Member Kelly Robinson sent in a few words:
“It was lovely to meet you and all the crew yesterday at the
Classic Car Show and, as promised, here’s some pictures of my
1990 Saab Convertible 16v turbo (I don’t think it is a ‘S’ as it
isn’t on the log book and there is no ‘S’ unlike my first
convertible), but it’s all original and still drives like a dream. I’ve
had the car 11 years now and have no plans to ever sell the car
as my son Louie who is eight can’t wait until he is old enough
to get his grubby little mitts on it.”
Kelly I am sure little Louie has ideas for the car already!
Another Member who travelled a very long way to this show,
was Brian Gifford, all the way from the Shetland Islands. After
talking with Brian for a while and realising he enjoys this
section, I convinced him to send in a picture of his car with a
few words which he has duly done. I just can’t work out what
took you so long to join the Club! Nonetheless, better late than
never, incidentally your car looks fabulous:
“Although a Saab owner for over 23 years now, we are only
finally getting around to joining the Club. I enclose details
of our 2001 Saab 9-5 Griffin, J231KYS (cherished plate),
although based up here in the very north of Scotland in the
Shetland Isles, we are hoping to do a few rallies next year on
the mainland.”
Right then, moving on, I would like to say thanks to all the team
who helped out over the weekend, Alex Rankin, Robin Morley,
Jane and Johnathan Jenkins, Martin Lyons, Carl Byrne, David
Ross and Heidi and Ian Pattinson.
And finally, welcome to all our new Members who joined at
the NEC Practical Classics; Nicholas Cross, John Twydle, Brian
Miles, Howard Webb, Lenka Lesnanska, Ashley Hawken and
David Jones.

Brian Gifford’s 2001 Saab 9-5
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NEC BIRMINGHAM
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Did You Know...
The 9-3 was originally based on the GM2900 platform and
subsequently changed to the GM Epsilon platform. Other
vehicles based on the same platform include the Opel Vectra
and Cadillac BLS. Though the current production model of 9-3
is still based on the Epsilon platform, Saab’s current owners,
National Electric Vehicle Sweden, are developing the newer
Phoenix platform which was conceived post GM divestiture to
debut for the 2015 model year. The 9-3 is currently Saab’s only
model, offered as a saloon, and was available in three different
body styles: Saloon, Estate and Convertible
The first generation 9-3, a substantially improved Saab 900
(NG) was launched in 1998 for the 1999 model year. Saab
claimed that 1,100 changes were made, including a revised
suspension in an attempt to tighten up the handling
characteristics of its predecessor, the Saab 900 (1994-1998
model). It featured slightly sleeker styling with some models
sporting a Black rear spoiler and removed Saab’s trademark
centrally mounted ‘snow flap’. It was available as a three or five
door Hatchback and as a two-door Convertible. It was the last
small Saab to use the companies H engine. Notable
improvements over the Saab 900 (NG) were improved ride and
handling and substantially improved crash-worthiness, with
standard side impact airbags with head protection and active
headrests. The Saab 9-3, along with the Saab 9-5 and the Volvo
S70, were the first cars in the world to earn the maximum score
in a side impact augmented by a pole test based on Euro NCAP
testing. The 9-3 continued the Saab safety tradition of
performing a moose test.
The 9-3 was available with a new variant of the B204 engine
(B204E, 154bhp/115kW, a low pressure turbo (LPT) engine based
on the B204L used in the last generation Saab 900.
A Saab innovation is the ‘Night Panel’, carried over from the
Saab 900, which permits dousing of the instrument panel
lighting, except for essential information, for less distraction
when night driving.
A high-powered version of the Saab 9-3 was the ‘Viggen’
(English: Thunderbolt). It was named after the Saab 37 Viggen
aircraft. Production ended in 2002.
It came with a turbocharged 2.3L engine, (B235R) producing
225bhp and later 230bhp (172kW; 233PS) on 1.4 bar (20 psi) of
boost from its Mitsubishi TD04-HL15-5 turbocharger.
Acceleration from 0-100km/h could be reached in 6.4 seconds
and the top speed is electronically limited to 250km/h
(160mph).
In 1999, the ‘Viggen’ was the first 9-3 to use Saab’s Trionic 7
engine management system, which processes 2 million
calculations every second, analysing combustion temperature,
boost control, variable torque curves and many other critical
engine processes. In addition, the 2001 model year introduced
a Traction Control System (TCS) to the ‘Viggen’.
In addition to extra power and torque, it also featured a
special rear wing (increasing the downforce by 50%) requiring
relocation of the radio antenna, aerodynamically designed
bumpers and side skirts reducing the drag coefficient by 8%,
and specially bolstered and coloured leather seats.
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The ‘Viggen’ was only available with a 5-speed manual
transmission, CD player, power moonroof, and (what were
initially) Viggen-specific motorised and heated leather seats
with the ‘Viggen’ delta logo embossed in the backrest; these
were later also available in the Aero model (US market ‘SE’
model) without the embossed Viggen logo. Some colours
featured carbon-fibre interior trim from its introduction to the
middle of the 2001 model year, when Saab substituted a less
expensive printed Gray pattern for the dash and standard trim
for everything else.

Saabs at Castle Combe (a free event)
Saab owners have been kindly invited back to the BPMC (Bristol
Pegasus Motor Club) Track Day at Castle Combe on Saturday 22
August. We are again able to use the main display area and will
get a lap or two (most likely four) around the circuit. Last year’s
was a fantastic success, not only to the large number of Saabs
in attendance, but also to the warm welcome from BPMC.
This event is free to enter and includes the opportunity to
drive around the Castle Combe circuit as part of the Saab
parade laps. For the more dedicated track car enthusiasts,
contact the BPMC and get a discounted fee for track time.
Please confirm you will be attending using the following link:
www.uksaabs.co.uk/UKS/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=150410
That’s all for now, keep the faith, keep Saabing.
elli

OBITUARY
It is with great sadness, I
would like to inform you of the
passing of Mark (Parish).
As you know, last year the
wider Saab community
attended an event to raise
his spirits, and in so doing
raise funds for one of the
great cancer charities. Mark,
you were always and will
always be a great mate, and
a true gentleman, on behalf
of the SOC GB we send our
condolences to the family.

Mark Parish Ovens
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WINTER WEEKEND
A Winter Weekend may mean different things to different people. To us, it is simply a
gathering of Saab Owners Club Members towards the end of winter, in a hotel which
provides nice rooms and good food. We feel we get that at The Valley Hotel in Ironbridge.
Other than breakfast and dinner together, everyone is free to
head off to do whatever they please. Evenings do tend to find
most in the bar area to catch up on the day, discuss tomorrow
and chat about everything under the sun. We don’t have a
quiz, a raffle, a treasure hunt or anything else, but people
seem to enjoy it.
Year on year we have made the ‘organisation’ easier and
easier for ourselves. We began by taking all the bookings,
deposits, allocation of rooms etc. As the years have gone on
it couldn’t be simpler. We have what we consider to be a great
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hotel, bookings are made direct with them allowing guests to
discuss their room requirements etc. The hotel charges a
modest deposit of £10 per person and the balance is paid
when you check out. That really is all there is to it. Should you
feel you would like to arrange such a weekend in your area
next year then please do go ahead. Moving the weekend to
different parts of the country is a great idea, and may
encourage those who don’t want to travel as far as Shropshire
to attend. We do not have the monopoly on the event so
please, if you want to give it a go, we look forward to seeing

“There is nothing more gratifying than looking out over a room
full of people, especially those who knew absolutely nobody
when they arrived, and finding everyone conversing and
seemingly enjoying themselves.”

IRONBRIDGE
the details in ‘Driver’. If and when we do it again, we will be
sticking with our tried and tested hotel.
So, 44 people attended at sometime over the four days.
Four days was new for this year and it seemed to work well for
some. There was a good mix of those that had been before
and lots of new faces too. As always, it took very little time for
people to start chatting, catching up with those they already
knew and making those they didn’t feel welcome. There is
nothing more gratifying than looking out over a room full of
people, especially those who knew absolutely nobody when
they arrived, and finding everyone conversing and seemingly
enjoying themselves. One or two late nights were had by
some, it seems there just aren’t enough hours in the day.
We had people from Yorkshire and the Isle of Wight and

everywhere in between. Norfolk, Hampshire, Essex, Wales,
Kent, it really was so good to see everyone. There was talk of
visits to Cosford, Chirk and Shrewsbury as well as places
around the immediate area. Cream teas were mentioned more
than once!
Unfortunately, the hotel car park doesn’t lend itself to the
group photograph of cars, so please forgive us for that not
being possible. There was plenty of room for a nice gathering
of warm people though.
So Ironbridge next year? We think probably not, it would be
good for someone else to give it a go.
It’s about 25 years since we organised our last caravan and
camping weekend though so who knows, maybe!
Jean and Bernard Crowhurst
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It was back in July 2014 that I received one of ‘those’ phone
calls. You know the kind... ‘I got your number from the Saab
Owners Club and wonder if you can help?’

FOR THE LOVE
OF... SAABS
The caller, a very pleasant lady called Lizzie, went on to explain
that the TV production company she worked for was looking to
film Saab 96 for the second Channel 4 series of ‘For the Love of
Cars’. They wanted to film a road trip from Inverness to
Applecross, to sample the local seafood, and did I know anyone
in the north of Scotland who had a 96 (or maybe a 95) in ‘pretty
good condition’?

Inverness Airport

I genuinely believe at that point she had no idea she was
speaking to just such an owner, but I said I would see what I
could do!
Now, my own list of SOC Members and others in this part of
the world contains only a handful of 95 or 96 owners, and some
of their cars I knew were off the road, so a quick call to Al
Philpott ensued to see what he had on the V4 Register and the
list of ‘possibles’ rose to a more credible 30 or so. After a round
of phone calls (and some very enjoyable chats with kindred
Saabing spirits) the company, Love Productions, had their
requested list of owners who lived in reasonable striking distance
of the Highlands, whose cars fitted the bill, and who were
available on the dates in question and willing to give it a go.
I should explain at this point that the intended route took in
the Bealach na Bà (‘The Pass of the Cattle’) a historic drovers’
pass through the mountains of the Applecross peninsula in
Wester Ross in the Scottish Highlands. The road is similar to
those through the great mountain passes of the Alps, with
gradients of over 20% (or 1 in 5 in old money) and some very
tight hairpin bends. It lays claim to being the greatest ascent of
any road climb in the UK, rising from sea level to 626 metres
(2,054 ft) and is the third highest road in Scotland.
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By mid-September, the TV folk had decided they wanted to use
my yellow 1972 Saab 96, a decision which I think had more to do
with my proximity to Inverness/Applecross than to any particular
merits of the car itself! It was around this time that it dawned on
me that they wanted the presenters to drive the car too!
A schedule of filming over two and a half days in early
October was set and... hang on, with barely a week to go, the
producer decided they needed a male passenger on the first
day. Step forward Graham Ballantyne, a fellow SOC 96 owner
from Aberdeen, who was delighted to join us for the day and
who, as a retired policeman, had ‘previous’ in handling the
walkie-talkie communications between the Saab and the film
crew’s Land Rover.
It was a ‘dreich’ start as we met Jeremy and Jamie, the Director
and Assistant Director, at Muir of Ord station, but thankfully the
weather improved dramatically as we headed north-westwards
through Contin and Garve into the majestic scenery of the
north-west Highlands. Now, ordinarily, brilliant sunshine is a real
bonus in the north of Scotland and it does make for great
television, but it also became an uncomfortable liability. The
director wanted us to wear the same dark, heavily padded
jackets that the two presenters would wear the next day... the
Saab did not take kindly to the numerous lengthy stops en
route, while the TV crew agonised over camera angles... and the
only way to relieve the rapidly climbing temperature gauge was
to turn on the heater... full blast!
Thankfully the engine temperature returned to normal as soon
as we moved off, and no coolant was lost.

“The Saab did not take kindly to the numerous
lengthy stops en route, while the TV crew
agonised over camera angles...”
Filming was done using a camera mounted on the front of the
film crew’s Discovery, another on a tripod and a number of ‘fagpacket’ sized cameras stuck variously to the bonnet, doors and
rear panels of the Saab (I was amazed to be told that each of
the memory cards held two and a half hours of high definition
video). There were stops for scenic shots at Loch a’ Chuilinn and
Curves before the hairpins

Strome Castle, then back to Lochcarron for lunch (tasty homecooked food at the Waterside Cafe) before the Saab girded its
mechanical loins for the run to the top of the Bealach and its
magnificent views across to Skye and Raasay, with the distant
bellow of rutting red deer stags. Dramatic, isn’t it!
The 96 behaved superbly throughout, negotiating the hairpins
and hill climb three times in total until the director was happy,
with only the barest scraping of the off-side mudflap on the
steepest turn to give any cause for concern. Then home, sadly in
pouring rain once we’d left Achnasheen; so a chamois leather
dry off in the garage, check the fluid levels and get ready to do it
all over again tomorrow.
The next morning dawned with thick fog as the Saab and I
made our way to meet the rest of the crew and the two
presenters, Philip Glenister and Ant Anstead, at Inverness
airport. We had special dispensation to park right by the
terminal, filming there for a couple of hours (really!), waiting for
the fog to lift and briefing the presenters on the quirks of the V4
column gear change (unusual these days!), the Klippan static
seat belts (hmm, odd!) and the freewheel (downright weird, and
definitely locked off for the descents!). Then the convoy was off,
on the same run as the previous day with Ant and Phil taking
turns to drive between stops (a strange experience, watching
your pride and joy rapidly disappearing into the distance).
The Saab behaved impeccably again and, apart from some

light-hearted comments on the colour, was complimented by all,
being variously labelled a ‘cool car’ and ‘fun to drive’. And the
offside mudflap stayed firmly in place (a good decision to fit
those stainless steel reinforcement strips last summer)! The
weather was excellent once more (apart from thick cloud which
quickly descended for a while when we reached the top of the
Bealach, necessitating some more 'running' shots from the Land
Rover for continuity purposes); but there was nothing like the
amount of retakes and hanging around that occurred the
previous day (so no overheating). Down the other, slightly less
hairy, side of the Pass, then overnight in Applecross (and
extremely well fed and watered at the Inn great wines, local ales
and whiskies, and a really excellent seafood platter). An early
start next morning for a full Scottish breakfast (also superb) and
to film some ‘wind-up’ footage with stills by the loch-side,
before taking the 96 back over the ‘Pass of the Cattle’ one more
time and a gentler 60 mile run home for a well-earned rest.
The whole experience was very enjoyable, interesting,
hilarious, exhilarating (and occasionally tedious) and I was
delighted how well the 42-year old V4 performed. But the best
bit of all was the ‘Bealach’ itself, a wonderful driving road in any
vehicle (though surely best in a Saab !) Why not come up to the
Highlands and give it a try?... go on, you know you want to!
Derek Darnell (aka ‘deggsie’ in other circles)

The ‘Nordic Cars’ episode of ‘For the Love of
Cars’ Series 2 is due to be shown on Channel 4
in mid-May.
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“Having spoken with all of the guys over the course
of the day, it was finally my turn to be taken out on
track by Chris in the 96ss. I couldn’t wait to see
what the car was all about, first hand!”

Neo Brothers 96ss – debut Pre Cadwell Test
Well chaps, as some of you may know by now, I was invited to
a rather special day out with Neo Brothers as I had received a
special invitation for the 96ss debut.
The event was weather dependent and wasn’t 100%
confirmed until literally the night before, so I set off from my
house to Bedford Autodrome early on Monday morning, only
to be met by heavy traffic on the M1! Thankfully, the traffic
refused to take the excitement of the day away and it was a
good enough reason to take E3 out for a run on its new boots,
which lead to an effortless and exuberant drive south to
Bedford Autodrome.
Upon my arrival, I went straight to reception to get signed in
and the day got under way.
I’ve not visited the Autodrome before and my first
impressions were very good, I was surprised by the length of
the circuit as it’s over four miles long! I made my way to the Pit
Lane where I found Lewis, a chap I’d met previously on one of
my regular trips down to Neo Brothers. Lewis is a lovely guy
and always a pleasure to talk with. The Neo boys were already
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out on track, where Dr Reid was in the passenger seat of the
93ss and about to go for a jolly round the circuit with Nick.
Also in attendance were UKS’s Nick (TFatC) along with Alex
Rankin, Robin Morley and Antaero.
Having spoken with all of the guys over the course of the
day, it was finally my turn to be taken out on track by Chris in
the 96ss. I couldn’t wait to see what the car was all about, first
hand! We had to be careful not to upset the circuit marshals as
the noise allowance was 89db and not the usual 105db.
However, the car performed and felt absolutely amazing! The
track is very fast but extremely technical and the car handled it
all with aplomb! It’s a long time since I’ve been out in a car
with slick tyres, you really can’t begin to comprehend how
these things stick and I was wondering how it was going to get
through some of the tight hairpins, but I needn’t have worried!
The car went round and handled like it was on rails, it
certainly showed the gulf between a well sorted track car and a
well sorted road car! We could’ve stayed and played well into
the evening, and indeed the plan was to carry on till the
forecasted rain caught up with proceedings. However, the day
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“As part of my ongoing build, the time has come to tidy
up those wheels, since I only bought them as a stop gap,
but they had began to grow on me and as such, I made
the decision to look to get them refurbished.”
was cut slightly short, not by the weather, but by the track
marshals as the car exceeded its noise allowance. In terms of
giving the car a good shakedown, it ran like a dream and
without a single hitch all day long.
The car is testament to the hard work, skill, enthusiasm and
dedication of the entire Neo Brothers team and I can safely say
that the Neo Brothers Saab 96ss has absolutely and most
definitely arrived!
Everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves throughout the
day, the Neo team handled the event with all the
professionalism and fun that they are renowned for and that
this momentous occasion thoroughly deserved!
I would like to say a very big and heartfelt thank you on
behalf of the SOC and myself for my invitation, and a splendid
day out shared with some great friends. I’m very grateful for
the invitation to be part of something as special as this.

Pre Cadwell advice
While we are on the subject of Cadwell, it will soon be upon us,
so I’m advising that before you take your beloved car on track
you should make some checks or take it for a service pre the
event. If you are your own mechanic, I would advise all of the
usual; brake pads front and rear need to have plenty of meat
left before you start, if this your daily driver you need to be
able to get it back home; fluids oil and filter change would be
my recommendation and take some spare with you; fresh
plugs are also a good idea too; check all belts and hoses etc
for cracks or splits; portable air compressor is also a useful
addition should you wish to make tyre pressure adjustments; if
you own your own helmet don’t forget it! And, all of your usual
service equipment.
Driving licences, both parts are a must! If you forget it you
will not be allowed on track.
I hope to see you all soon, so let’s keep things safe and
enjoy the ride.

E3 update, The Wheel Specialist
As part of my ongoing build, the time has come to tidy up
those wheels since I only bought them as a stop gap, but they
had began to grow on me and as such, I made the decision to
look to get them refurbished.
Now, I wasn’t looking for a quick once over by a mobile

option, but to find a company
which would offer me a full
strip back to the alloy and
bring them back to perfection.
I had spent some time
phoning around and taking
recommendations. One
company let me down, advertising that
they are open weekends, only to find in fact this particular one
they weren’t. Not giving them chance to disappoint me again, I
began to continue with my search and found ‘The Wheel
Specialist’ in Burton-upon-Trent, who I also might add is a
fellow Saaber.
Having spoken to Jamie over the phone and meeting Allan in
the office they were only too happy to take on the
refurbishment for me, Jamie also said that he would photo
stage the wheels for me from start to finish. Allan had also
given me a tour of the operation explaining all the processes
that they would go through.

The Process
Most wheels are gently blasted by hand to remove previous
layers of lacquer and paint to obtain a smooth metal surface in
preparation for coating. If the wheels are in a particularly poor
condition they may be chemically stripped prior to blasting.
Apparently there were five layers of paint on these wheels,
which indicated that they had been done before.
The wheels are then prepared, dressed and filled to deal
with any damage to the rim edges and the face.
Next, the wheels are gently heat treated to remove any air
from the alloy which would take twenty minutes or so, and a
first stage powder coat finish is applied and then cured for a
set time period. After this, the wheel can have a ‘special’ or
‘bespoke look’, I opted for a black chrome finish. The wheels
are also automatically subjected to a further thermal
treatment. The clear coat is not only applied to enhance the
finish, but to protect the alloy wheel against environmental
influences such as UV radiation, salt, moisture, dirt, etc.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Allan and Jamie
at ‘The Wheel Specialist’ for a fantastic job on my
refurbishment and I can’t recommend them highly enough.
Adrian
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V4
REGISTER

HI EVERYONE
By the time this ‘Driver’ is out we will be well into the summer
‘season’. However, I am writing this V4 column over what has been
a glorious Easter weekend and I hope many of you have managed to
get your V4s out in the sunshine? I’m guessing this weekend will
have been the first outing of 2015 for many classics. It was certainly
the case for my Dad, who took his beautiful and mostly original
Souvenir along to a local classic meet at Evenley in
Northamptonshire on Easter Sunday.
He told me that it was a great day out and there were a number
of very interesting cars, some of them quite exotic. His humble V4
attracted a lot of interest though, including being spotted by a fellow
Saab nut, Tim Sawyer, who posted some photos of it on the Saab
V4 Facebook page.
I guess it’s only fair that I share some shots with you all!
Mum will no doubt tell me off for putting her picture in the
magazine... too late!
On the Facebook V4 page there was a bit of debate about the
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wheels Dad has fitted to the car.
They are very rare lightweight
4½J offset Sport and Rally rims
from the 1960s and early 1970s,
only suitable for tarmac racing.
There was a different 4½J Sport
and Rally rim with oval vent holes
and without the offset that was suitable for gravel stages, but these
are much, much heavier because they have to be far stronger. To
the V4 aficionado, Dad’s wheels are probably among the rarest and
most sought after, even more so than the original Minilites.

V4s in film
Fiona and I watched a film called ‘Martha, Meet Frank, Daniel and
Laurence’ a few days ago, if you haven’t seen it, it’s very funny. It also
happens to feature a scruffy Red 96, registration number GKN
496N. It got me wondering about the car, as the film was made in
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the mid-late 1990s, when V4s were quite sought after
among the London creative types. Maybe it had been
restored and was still about?
I couldn’t find any information on it in my register
files, so I had a quick search on the DVLA vehicle
check website. It has been untaxed since March 2000,
so I have a feeling it is no more, unless it’s lurking in
someone’s garage waiting for a willing victim to arrive
and restore it? If you know any more, please let
me know.
Which brings me onto the episode of, ‘For the love
of cars’, featuring some of our Members and their cars
that is due to air soon. Apparently the new series has
been delayed slightly, but as soon as we hear of the
date it is due to be aired, we will publish details via the
usual websites. Should be a good show! Thanks to
Derek Darnell for keeping me posted. (See page 28
for more information – Ed.).

Weber 28/36 jet sizes
I can tell that David Kernahan’s car must be getting
close to completion as he recently enquired about the
correct jettings for the venerable Weber 28/36 DCD
carburettor. For those who don’t know, back in the day
the progressive twin-choke 28/36 was a favourite
amongst the V4 community because it gave a healthy
power hike over the awful standard FoMoCo carbs we
all know, and offered much greater reliability. Because
the second choke only opens beyond a certain throttle
opening it could even reduce fuel consumption in
normal use. There really was no downside, apart from
finding a suitable inlet manifold to mount it to. Choices
were limited, there was the incredibly expensive Sport
and Rally 4-stud manifold, which is often referred to as
a ‘2bbl’ manifold, particularly by our colonial cousins. A
cheaper alternative was the aluminium adapter made
by the former British tuning house SAH. SAH used to
market a whole range of go-faster goodies for our
1970s Saabs, most of them were much cheaper than
the factory equivalent.
Obviously there will be ultimately more power from the proper
manifold, but the adapter is surprisingly efficient. With just that, a
28/36 and a free-flow exhaust (nowadays a Jetex would suffice) you
can get an easy 10-12bhp with a much improved torque curve. The
naturally grunty V4 has very restricted breathing in standard form, so
helping it get more air in, and exhaust gases out, is the first priority
when tuning.
Various specs of 28/36 have been published over the years,
the most common was identical to the carb used on the 1500
Cortina GT.
Peter Christy very kindly sent through a detailed table of suitable
configurations for the carb according to the spec of the engine. The
top entry is the Cortina GT spec. Peter also provided some helpful
photos of the throttle linkage modifications he made to fit the Weber
to his car.
That’s all I have time for this time, many thanks to all who have

Weber Jettings

continued to send in their registration forms, I am planning a bumper
‘registrations’ feature for the next edition of ‘Driver’.
May I remind those of you with V4s who haven’t yet requested a
form, or sent it back, to please do so. It’s most helpful if you can
complete it in Word and email it back to me, and particularly to
email photos rather than low quality home prints that we can’t use in
the magazine. Obviously if you’re not able to do that, then just send
them through by the easiest possible way for you.
Al
Throttle Link
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New Registration
The flood of new registrations continues. Matthew Cox sent details of
his beautiful EMS which he has owned since 1987. It is a 1976 model,
in Silver of course, which is in original unmodified condition and has
done 106,000 miles. The EMS, Saab’s first fuel injected model, is
particularly desirable now as it was when new. In 1976, Silver was a
rare colour which set the EMS apart from the crowd. Even now, when
every other car is silver, the attractive shade used for the EMS is subtly
different.

Running repairs
In the past month I’ve caught up with a few jobs on the 90. Having
sorted out the fuel gauge sender I had a problem with debris getting
into the carburettor, possibly from disturbing the rubber fuel pipes,
causing it to flood one day on the way home. Having cleaned out the
float chamber I’ve now fitted a small in-line fuel filter just before the carb
as a precaution and had no problems since.
The front right hand suspension swivel Joints had been advised at the
last MOT. These had lasted five years and 45,000 miles since they were
last done using Quinton Hazel parts. This time I used First Line. One
thing I noticed with the new ones was the shanks of the bolts supplied
with them were slightly too short, allowing them to move around
more in the wishbones, so I re-used the old bolts with new Nylocs.

New Registrations
Name

Area

Membership No.

Reg No:

Model/Details

Mileage

Acquired Car

Matthew Cox

Suffolk

021876-12

MTW 23P

EMS 1976

106,000

25 October 1987
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Another part which has lasted for a similar time was the front shocks.
The KYB Exel-G I fitted five years ago had started creaking, so this time
I’m trying Bilstein B4 BNE1950. Uprated Bilsteins were always the
tuning shocks of choice years ago. These are the standard spec units so
we’ll see how they go. I get the impression the suspension generally
takes more of a hammering these days negotiating the various ‘street
furniture’ beloved by Bexley Council. If they spent the time and
resources wasted on these obstacles repairing potholes I’m sure we’d
all be a lot happier!
So now I have quieter suspension, and having also recently replaced
the blowing rear silencer, I’m now becoming obsessed with eliminating

Specialist Saab
Insurance

the few remaining creaks and rattles! A loud squeak over bumps has
been traced to the rear seat catch. Creaking from the steering column
cowling has been completely cured by trimming it slightly away from
the dashboard and applying Vaseline to the joints on reassembly. Little
things I know, and to be fair the 90 is pretty good for a 30 year old car,
but when you drive with them every day you wouldn’t believe the
pleasure derived from not hearing them. I’ve got to MOT the Sonett
next. Now that is a different matter all together, so much noise I
wouldn’t know where to start! I plan to have one or the other at the
National, so hope to see some of you there.
Stuart

Your Pride and Joy

Adrian Flux know how much you
love your Saab, that’s why we are
dedicated to finding you a great
policy tailored to your specific
requirements and driving history.
Call us today for a free,
no obligation quote.

YEARS
O F EXCE

0800 089 0035

L L E N CE

Benefits available include:
FREE Legal Cover
Modifications Cover
Agreed Value

Limited Mileage Discounts
Club Member Discounts
Laid-up Cover

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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‘LIVING WITH FREDA’ AND HER GREAT
BODY – (PART ONE) BY CHRIS DEMPSEY
On 30 March 2012 I bought Freda, a Red two door 99 Turbo. I did that! I really did do that!
I bought her because I fell in love with her
looks and the memory of what it was to
own a piece of motoring history.
She is my second 99t, as I described in
my little story of her purchase, see ‘Return
of the Arctic Hurricane’. (‘Driver’ June/July
and August/September/October 2012).
I had no idea of the ‘journey’ she would
take me on. This is our on-going story.
My life with Freda has cost me immense
frustration at times, serious headaches,
metaphorically and physically, the odd
electric shock, fundamental schoolboy
errors, quite a lot of money! But, I’ve had
endless fun to boot!
She has developed every trait peculiar to
her model and it seems at times as if
something can go wrong it will. But I guess
that’s part of the classic car gig!
As you will soon realise when you read
on, I am no mechanic. I am a carpenter and
joiner by trade and am now in the fitted
furniture business.
It is one of my greatest regrets that I
never learned about engines and stuff. In
fact, the only engineering I ever did was at
school, many moons ago! However, three
years onto my steep learning curve I am
slightly more knowledgeable about one
engine and stuff.
When I got Freda home I took a long
look at her. I set myself a goal of taking her
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to the ‘Saab international 2013’. To get her
looking and running as best I could, doing as
much of the work as I could handle myself.
Freda has a great body, she has benefitted
from a good re-spray at some point, I think,
the bloke I bought her from had something
to do with this. To date I have found only
two small traces of rust which I have, I
believe, sorted out. Unfortunately, bits like
the front grille, bumpers and exterior trims
all looked quite tired and seemed to have
been ‘thrown back on!’ ‘That bonnet
doesn’t fit properly either’.

In for a Right Grilling
First job, repair front grille, it was easy to
remove, ‘hang on, while I’m at it, those
headlights and their frames need attention.
While I’m at it I might as well clean up the
front indicator clusters and if I take them off I
can get at the nuts that adjust the bonnet
while it is still closed!’
I know what you’re thinking; he’s going to
have a box full of bits that he is never going
to remember how to put back together!
I’m smarter than that!
I took pictures and made notes... and
that’s when I made the ‘fundamental
schoolboy error’.
The law of the fundamental schoolboy
error clearly states; ‘when making notes, all
handwriting and drawings must be legible up

to one month later. Any photographs should
actually mean something when reviewed.’
‘Oh no! Where did this bit go?’
I was really chuffed with my front grille,
which I had repaired in part by laminating
the back with three layers of plastic milk
bottle (I kid you not). I had the idea of
spraying the badge to look like chrome, so
at my local car body shop type place I
asked, “have you got chrome effect paint?”
The lad looks over both shoulders and
half whispers as if trying to sell me some
form of contraband, “I’ve got better than
that! I’ve got actual chrome in a can!”
“Have you?”
“Oh yeah!”
“How does that work then?”
He explains the procedure on how to
achieve a beautiful chrome finish and tells
me that there’s a video to follow on the
interweb.
“You’ll need some lacquer for this”, he
says, and takes an interesting aerosol type
canister off the shelf behind him. I’m
intrigued, it has a pin thing to pull out, a bit
like a hand grenade!
“What do I do with that, spray it or
throw it?”
“It’s two pack. Once you pull the pin out
you’ve got about twenty four hours before
the contents go off.”
“Really? What? Bang?”
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“Seriously, this stuff is highly toxic. You
must wear a fully enclosed face mask with a
built in air supply.”
“Ah, I haven’t got one of those,” he
shrugs, “Spray it out in the garden and hold
your breath while you do it!”
Sound advice. Talking of sound advice, the
instructional interweb video was completely
silent. They say actions speak louder than
words, but in this case a little bit of dialogue
would have been a splendid thing. I couldn’t
get it right. I had about five goes before
giving up the whole bloody idea, spraying
the badge gold, throwing the hand grenade
at it and sticking it back on the grille! I can
now hold my breath for one-and-a-half
minutes. Job done!
Fuelled by my success with the front grille,
I now tackled all the exterior trims. All the
metal parts were rubbed down, primed and
re-sprayed before re-fitting.
The window channels on the front doors
were replaced, as were the window
scrapers. I even managed to remove the
rear windows, re-spray the frames and re-fit
the window rubbers.
Bits like the trims around the rear quarter
vents were murder to re-fit as some of clips
were missing. Whoever had attempted this
after the re-spray had used hot melt glue as
a fixing, “nice one!” That stuff doesn’t stick to
anything but itself and cellulose paint, and it

hardens rock solid. It took a lot of bottle to
pair it off with a half-inch wood chisel. I
decided to glue these on using ‘Gert!’
‘Gert’, to the uninitiated, refers to all
types of thick adhesives or mastics, be it
from a tube or mixed with water. It is a little
term invented by myself and my fellow
carpenter friend Martin, whom I have
worked with for years. This term is now
slipping into the vocabulary of tradesmen in
the Thanet area.
Example: ‘I can’t get a good fixing here,
how are we going to get over this?’ ‘Gert it!’
I digress, having applied ‘Gert’ to the rear
of the trims, and as Freda was on my drive, I
held them in place until set by wedging
them with 1"x1" planed batten off of the
wall of our bungalow, much to the delight of
the ‘OFN.’
The ‘OFN’ is our over friendly neighbour,
who walks past the end of my drive every
Sunday morning and calls out, “haven’t you
finished with that car yet?” Job done!

Sunday Bonnet!
One Sunday morning Joanne asked, “what
are you on today?”
“I’m gonna cut the lawn and sort out
the garden.”
“OK, I’ll leave you to it, I’m off to
Canterbury.”
Before her car has turned the corner at

the end of the road, Freda’s cover is off and
I’m getting my tools together.
For weeks I have been staring at the shut
line on the driver’s side of the bonnet. It
tapers a lot from one end to the other. It’s
no good, I can’t put up with it. I start work.
I am soon amazed at how much a small
amount of adjustment on one side can affect
the opposite. At this time I hadn’t re-fitted
the front indicator clusters so I am able to
adjust the bonnet in the closed position. The
only problem is the retaining spring gets in
the way. I remove it and very carefully close
the bonnet.
The problem now is, on release, the
bonnet shoots forward at alarming speed
and I’ve got to keep opening and shutting the
thing to check the adjustment. That’s when I
made ‘fundamental school boy error 2’.
The law of the fundamental schoolboy
error clearly states: ‘never attempt to adjust
the bonnet on a 1980 Saab 99 Turbo by
yourself, and never ever remove the front
retaining lug from the underside.’
Sometimes I surprise myself as to how
much of a moron I can be! Why, oh why
did I do that?
My theory was this, it was a pain to keep
closing the bonnet, fiddle about, get up,
open it while stopping it shooting forward at
alarming speed, shut it again to check the
alignment once it had been opened and
repeat again and so on.
I thought ‘I know, I’ll remove that lug
thing, it’s still got the safety catch on it, and
as she’s parked in front of the garage I can
wedge the bonnet shut with some 2"x1"
planed batten. I cut the 2"x1" to length,
pushed some foam pipe lagging over the
front of bonnet and wedged the whole
thing in place. It worked! I carried on
working, removing and replacing the 2"x1"
as necessary.
After about half an hour I was pleased
with my efforts. The shut line wasn’t perfect
but it was much better. What happened
next, occurred in the blink of an eye.
I was on my knees in front of the car
gathering my stuff together. I dropped a
socket and it rolled under Freda. I reached
down to feel for it and as I did, I must have
caught the 2"x1" with my shoulder. Wallop!
Oh my goodness, for some reason the
safety catch hadn’t engaged properly. The
bonnet shot forward at alarming speed
directly on to the left side of my bonce; to
say it was like being belted with a lump
hammer would be an understatement. The
law of the fundamental schoolboy error has
an equation for this. Mass x force x distance.
Thick chippy’s head = colossal headache!
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As I sat on the ground stunned and
dazed, I actually heard bells ringing, but then
I realised it was the church up the road
calling the faithful to prayer.
I gathered myself and got to my feet. The
OFN walks past the end of the drive,
“haven’t you finished with that car yet?” “No
I bloody haven’t!” He laughs and walks on.
Job done.

Where is all that Smoke
Coming From?
I had been working on Freda since the
beginning of April 2012. It was now late
October. She was beginning to look rather
splendid on the outside and I had been
cleaning up the engine for weeks.
She hadn’t been off the drive very much
all this time, but when I took her out I
noticed she was smoking more and more. I
looked on the interweb for clues and took
her over to Kevin Skinner, my old Saab
mechanic. “That’s going to be the Turbo”, he
said. “I had an idea it would be something
like that.”
I booked her in and we rolled up to
Kevin’s garage in a light mist of white smoke.
That’s when I made ‘fundamental schoolboy
error 3’.
The law of the fundamental schoolboy
error clearly states: ‘when contracting small
businesses to carry out work for you,
especially one man bands, never tell them
there is no immediate rush.’
Kevin says, “I’m pretty busy and we’re
probably going to have to send the turbo off
for reconditioning. How soon do you want
this back?” “Well there’s no immediate rush,”
I say. I hand over the keys and walk out of
his garage. “Dempsey! You’re a berk!”, I
say to myself, “You won’t be driving her for
a while.”
To be fair, Kevin really looked after her. He
put her in one of his garages and started his
investigation, and he did me a favour. I would
call in periodically, he would have another
part removed, I would take away, clean it,
polish or re-paint it ready to refit.
November slips into December, no Freda.
Christmas is looming, I get a call from Kevin,
“Chris, would you meet me at the garage
later on today?”, I’ll be there in an hour.
I roll up, Kevin ushers me into his
workshop and gives me a pair gloves to put
on, would you like a project to do over
Christmas?” “Yeah go on!” “OK, firstly, this is
the turbocharger from Freda. In a word,
knackered! However, here is another
turbocharger I happen to have, not so
knackered, I’m going to send this one away
for reconditioning.”
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“Right, what’s my project?” “This is the
wastegate from Freda, as you can see the
end has broken off the valve and....” While
he is talking I’m thinking, “what the hell is he
talking about? What the hell does a
wastegate do?” “So, er, Kev, er, ha! Remind
me what a wastegate does then?” Kevin
smiles and fills me in, I’m not really any the
wiser at that this stage. Then he mentions a
diaphragm that he has. “Diaphragm? That’s
one of those things ladies use ain’t it?” Kevin
shakes his head. “Here is a wastegate I
happen to have. Your mission is to get the
valve out of this one and make one good
wastegate out of these two, get it?” “Got it!”
“You’re going to need this to loosen any
nuts”, he says, and opens a box to reveal
what looks like the end of a light sabre. “Are
you a Jedi?” I ask, Kevin waves his hand
slowly in my direction, “these aren’t the
droids you’re looking for”, fantastic!
I can’t remember for the life of me what
this thing was called, but boy did it work, I
would never have stripped these parts
down without it. “Oh, and don’t go
caveman on these, nice and gentle”,
says Kevin.
On getting home I immerse both
wastegates in a bucket of ac90 oil to help
loosen stuff up, and return to them again in
the Christmas holiday.
The first one I pick up is the one with the
good valve in it. The end immediately falls
off and rolls under the bench... of course
it does!
With my ‘Haynes Manual’ to hand I start
to strip down the wastegates. Kevin’s one
strips down relatively easily, but the one off
Freda is solid. I can’t even get the valve
cover off. On closer inspection, I can see
that instead of the thin papery type gasket
that was in the other one, this one has been
fixed in place with some type of ‘Gert’.
I have to confess, I did go slightly
‘caveman’ to remove this.
By the end of the holidays I had cleaned
all the bits and pieces ready for assembly. I
was able to get all new gaskets made locally
from a very nice guy called Ian, who was a
dead ringer for Kevin Rowland from ‘Dexy’s
Midnight Runners’. Not from the ‘Come on
Eileen’ period with the dungarees and curly
hair, more from the ‘Gino’ period with the
little beret and small moustache. All I
needed now was a valve.

Cod Wars
I go to see Jeff. Jeff is my metal guy. I use
quite a lot of stainless steel bits and bobs at
work and Jeff makes them for me. I show
him the offending valve.

“That looks like case hardened steel. I
can’t help you with that, best you go next
door. ask ‘Cod Wars’”.
OK. ‘Cod Wars’ refers to Ingvar. He is an
enormous Icelandic fellow, as wide as he is
tall, and he is really tall. Jeff says, he is built
like the side of an icelandic gun boat, hence
‘Cod Wars’.
I enter his workshop and he greets me in
his customary fashion. “Ah, the kitchens guy.”
“Hello Ingvar, I bet you meet lots of beautiful
women in your job eh? Lots I bet eh? I bet
you have lots of fun with them eh?” “No
mate it doesn’t work like that.” “Sure it does,
you have the best job in the world eh?
Don’t try to kid me eh?” “Oh gawd! Can
you make one of these please?” “That’s a
valve from a car.” “You’re right!” “What is it
from?” I tell him. “I don’t know it, but I can
make you one! Yeah, yeah, I make it from
316 gauge stainless steel, very tough, they
use it in aeroplanes you know?”
‘Cod Wars’ tells me it will be ready in five
days. Excellent! As I leave he says, “say hello
to the beautiful women for me eh?” ‘Cod
Wars’ valve fits a treat. Job done!

Exhausted
January comes and goes, so does February.
Freda is still at Kevin’s. It is now early
March.
While Freda has been with Kevin, I have
had the wheels reconditioned, refurbished
the centre caps and cleaned or repaired
every bit he has removed. When I left her
with him I offered some money in advance
for the work. At the time he declined, but
I want her back. I go to see him with
£500 in cash to get the project moving
once more.
This does the trick, and the day before
Good Friday 2013 we triumphantly drive
out of Kevin’s place, all back together
having had a full service, looking amazing
with a new MOT and most important, a
beautiful reconditioned turbo, bless him,
Kevin didn’t charge me very much at all.
He thinks she is under-boosting and
shows me how to rig-up a pressure gauge
to accurately measure boost.
I consult my ‘Haynes Manual’. I should
have been worried when the first
instruction was ‘find a quiet stretch of
road’. This is a procedure I will not attempt
again on my own! According to Haynes,
you have to get into third gear, at 1500rpm
you have to floor it up to 3000rpm. Then
you have to apply full brakes while still
keeping your foot hard to the floor, now
you can read the gauge.
In third gear at 3000rpm we were really
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shifting and I found an element of self
preservation kept kicking in and stopped
me from taking my eyes off the road.
I had about half a dozen goes, she was
boosting just above 0.5 bar, I think. On my
last attempt I heard a loud ‘pop!’ “Oh no!”
there goes the exhaust. The pipe between
the front and rear silencers had broken. We
limped home sounding like a river boat.
No problem! I temporarily repair said
pipe with my usual trick of a tennis ball tube
and two exhaust clamps. I call this, using my
initiative, not a botch.
I decide to go for a full stainless steel
exhaust system and am recommended
to ‘Powerspeed’ in Ashford, about an
hour away.
As the boys lift Freda up on their ramp
they are amused and I think slightly
impressed with my repair.
“How loud do want us to make her?”
asks Andy the Proprietor, as ‘Bertie’ my
Dachshund, who I have brought along is
tugging at the trousers of a guy standing to
my left. “Just get her sounding great,
whoops sorry about the pooch mate!”
‘Bertie’ has forgotten about the bloke’s
trousers and is now going for his wrist.
Joanne has followed me up in our other
car. We leave Freda at ‘Powerspeed’ and
have a nice lunch in Tunbridge Wells.
‘Bertie’ also has a nice time going for
pigeons and trousers!
On our return, the boys fire up Freda.
“Oh my word she has been transformed
into a growling beast! Wonderful!”
I drive all the way home with the
window open listening to the amazing
whoom, whoom, whoom, sound, as I ease
off the accelerator. Job done!

Snails
My next task was repairing the bumpers.
On removing the outer skin on the front
one I was amazed to see it was full of snail
shells. How did they get there? And what
goes through a gastropod’s brain at 80mph.
Would they be aware that they are
probably the fastest snails on the planet?
Freda’s bumpers were a bit of a mess, all
creased up, but I managed to stretch them
out by heating them up and pushing the
creases out with an improvised ‘dolly’. The
smaller dents I filled with some fantastic
flexible putty stuff I got from the lads at the
body shop that has the glorious name of
‘Spato-Rapide’.
After filling and sanding, I sprayed the
bumpers with a lot of paint. I replaced the
chrome trim and fitted them back on Freda.
They look great! Job done!

St Matthew of Broadstairs
It is now May 2013. Freda is losing water
from somewhere, it’s the water pump.
‘How do you spell disaster?’ I have a
brand new water pump and removal tool
that I got from Kevin but he is too busy to fit
me in for a couple of months, and he
doesn’t seem too keen to do the job
anyway. I have read this a pain to do.
Enter Matt Fowler. Matt is a mate of mine,
a VW mechanic. I explain my problem to
him. “Bring her in”, he says. Before I do, I
buy a water pump cover from Steve at
‘Malbrad Saab’ and have some inlet manifold
gaskets made.
When I arrive, Matt is waiting with his old
boss, Peter, who he has ‘press ganged’ into
helping on this one.
Peter has these amazing glasses on that
split in half over the nose piece. They are
obviously for close work. Every time he
looks at the engine he clips them together,
when he looks up and talks to me he breaks
them in half and hangs them around his
neck, a bit like ‘Larry Grayson’. I ought to
grow up. This gives me the giggles. “Yeah
Peter, if you look... smirk, chuckle, you can
see water running down the block there,
see it?” “Oh yes I do see it”, he looks up and
does the glasses thing. “Ha! ha! ha! ha!”
Peter looks at Matt, who also has a
massive grin on his face. “What’s he
laughing at?”
Changing the pump was a bit of a pig.
The three of us worked on it, well, I made
lots of tea and held a torch now and again,
but I did put the spanners back in the right
box. Job done!

What else can possibly go Wrong?
After the water pump replacement Freda

was running beautifully. “What else is there
to go wrong?” I ask myself. I’ll tell you what,
how about the clutch slave cylinder and the
clutch itself, don’t forget the rear shock
absorbers, while we’re at it the front ones
could do with replacing. “That’s classic
motoring”, says Matt. Matt Fowler has
become a bit of a legend! We have worked
out a classic bartering system between us.
He is teaching me how to look after Freda,
I’m making stuff for him. (He’ll never be able
to cut a piece of wood straight).

Freda International
The time had come. Matt and myself, had
given Freda a final once over and she looked
fantastic. I was in the driving seat, the engine
was running ready to collect my father-inlaw ‘Big Al’, who was coming along. The
‘OFN’ walks in front of the drive, “haven’t
you finished with that car yet?” “Sod off!”, he
laughs and walks on.
On the way up to Kettering, a few cars
flashed their lights and the occupants gave us
the thumbs up. All the way there ‘Big Al’
remarked on how comfortable Freda was. It
was only when we got there he realised that
he was wearing his slippers! ‘Fetch a pipe
someone will you?’
As we rocked up onto the showground,
the guy checking the tickets remarked,
“Wow! she’s shiny!, are you putting her into
the beauty contest?” “I think so, yes”. “OK,
follow the others”. I tuck in behind a lovely
White 99T from Switzerland and then lineup alongside the other Saab 99’s. I got her
here! How cool is that! Job done!
Part two will be in the next edition
of ‘Driver’.
Chris!
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LEWIS TURNER
E-mail: Lewism.turner@gmail.com (preferred)
17 Winfold Road, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB25 9PR. Telephone: 01223 572095

HELLO FELLOW SAABISTS
I hope everyone is well? By now those of you who put their cars
into hiding for the winter have managed to get some nice weather
driving in before I write this. For me, the T9000 had to come out of
hiding a bit prematurely this year as her use was suddenly required.
Adam Mosley has written to me with the following:
“As well as a 2000 plate 9-5 Aero, I also run a 1997 2.0 litre manual
Anniversary in Scarabe Green which I’ve owned for just over a year.
Reading the issues experienced by other 9000 drivers in the recent
edition of ‘Driver’ spurred me into writing to you regarding one incident
Recently experienced.
“Driving down the M1 from York to Barnsley one Sunday morning in
early December, I suddenly heard a loud bang from underneath the car.
I carried on for another mile, thinking I may have hit something on the
motorway, but then became aware of a sound as if something was
catching underneath the car. Luckily I wasn't far away from a junction,
so pulled off to investigate. When I looked under the car I saw that one
of the fuel tank straps had completely snapped in half. I rang one of my
friends who knows a thing or two and he advised me not to drive on the
one strap as it was risky. He pointed out the fuel tank straps were a
particular weak point on the 9000.
“I rang my breakdown cover and was transported fairly quickly back
to York. A quick call the next day to Neo Brothers and I had a new set
of straps on order – £40 delivered and then another £70 for fitting at
the Saab main dealer in York. However, I only had the car MOT’d two
months previously and nothing had shown up, even as an advisory on

the fuel tank straps. Do they check the tank straps on the MOT test as
I’m not sure? Is there any guidance for 9000 owners in terms of when
the tank straps should be replaced, as I presume looking at the history
for my car that they have never been replaced?.”
Thanks Adam. Interestingly enough, my fuel tank strap went many
years ago and mine was just sitting happily outside at the time! I don’t
know of any planned maintenance regarding change of the straps,
nor whether there is an MOT check for them. Can anyone else shed
any light on this one?
So you may remember that last year I treated the 9000 to a
collection of nice goodies, including a set of new discs and racing
brake pads. Well, unfortunately I cooked and warped the discs on
the track day I did back in September, and when I had to suddenly
bring her out of hiding to do a long journey, the combination of
warped discs, racing pads and prolonged motorway speeds meant
that the pads overheated and burnt a good portion of themselves
into my just-refurbished wheels... at the point of writing we’ve
managed to just about recover one wheel, after spending most of a
day at it, one more to go! Now I have fitted another new set of
discs, this time with yellowstuff pads, we will see how these fare.
Speaking of which, I do hope to see you at the National, at
Cadwell Park, I know I am going to be there and on track, so please
come and say hello!
Lewis

New Registrations
Name

Area

Membership No.

Reg No:

Model/Details

Mileage

Acquired Car

Brian Tadman

Uxbridge

0216070-1

M524 MYK

9000 2-litre CSE

153,000

27 June 2001
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All correspondence to:
ALEX RANKIN
14 Southwoods, Yeovil, Somerset, BA20 2QG
E-mail: therankins565@btinternet.com

Hello and welcome to the C900 page. Summer is
here and we can now get out and about visiting
shows and events across the UK and the continent.
Red has always been one of my favourite colours, and boy does it
look lovely on Philip Stemp’s 900 Turbo.
As you will read, Philip has not had his car long and is thoroughly
enjoying ownership.
“It’s taken a while, but I finally got round to taking some photos of
my C900 for your files.
“L943 DDA has been mine since April 2013. It was time to sell my
Honda Integra Type-R and I wanted something a little less racy but still
quick, characterful and reliable. I’m already the proud owner of a 1973
Saab 96 V4, and there is something of a Saab tradition in my family, so
I thought that a classic-shape 900 Turbo would fit the bill. I think
they’re very much a modern classic, but just about practical to run as a
daily driver.
“I was very lucky to find this car for sale on the internet. It was being
sold by an ex-Saab employee who’d seen it and thought it too good not
to buy. He wasn’t using it enough and really wanted a Dark Grey one so
had decided to sell. I very nearly missed out on it as an older gentleman
and ex-Saab racing driver had seen the car and agreed to buy it, but
found that he couldn’t get insurance. His bad luck was my good fortune,
and I snapped up the car myself.
“As bought, the car was in excellent all-round condition. It’s been
fully Ziebarted underneath and there is about as little rust as you could
hope to find. The interior is clean and tidy and it runs very sweetly
indeed, as you’d expect with only 108,000 miles on the clock. Only the
external temperature gauge and the air-conditioning don’t work.
“There has been very little for me to do on the car. The mismatched
tyres have been replaced by Goodyear EfficientGrip Performance tyres
which I have been very impressed by (especially their quietness) and a
weeping freeze plug has been sorted which has cured a troublesome
coolant-loss/hot running issue – it’s only let me down twice. The cooling
fan managed to sever the king HT lead on a holiday to Devon and some
jumping in the distributor cap on the M3 led to back-pressure popping

off one of the hoses, which luckily did no damage. Otherwise it’s just
needed regular servicing, all done by the very knowledgeable Nick
Senecal, who also looks after my 96.
“Late last year I also had the paintwork revived by First Choice
Detailing in Poole. It had become a bit faded and grimy, but now the
Imola Red looks a treat.
“All in all I’m absolutely smitten by the car. It’s a pleasure to drive
and I’m very proud to be its owner.”
I received a very interesting Registration from Dr James Cave.
James was given his 900 by his father-in-law and he is very impressed
with the build quality of his car.
He has already started to rectify a few faults such as suspension ball
joints, CV boot and ‘everybody’s favourite’, the wonderful front
brakes that include the handbrake. By the time you read this, James
should hopefully now have the car back on its wheels! Welcome to
the Club and Saab ownership James. You mention in your letter that
you would like to meet up with other Saab owners. Well, you have
come to the right place. You won’t find a friendlier bunch than the
SOC. Keep an eye out in ‘Driver’ for an event or meeting that you
like the look of and come along and say hello.
That’s it for this edition, enjoy the summer and your C900.
Alex

New Registrations
Name

Membership No. Reg No:

Model/Details

Mileage

First Registration

Dr James Cave

021775-9

D968 HHV

900i 5 door, Silver

114,000

23 March 1987

Acquired Car
January 2014

Phillip Stemp

021049

L943DDA

900t16S, Red

107,000

1 August 1993

1 August 1993
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NG900/9-3
REGISTER

HELLO EVERYONE AND WELCOME BACK!
I hope everyone had a good Easter, I can’t believe we’re in April
already. I’ve had more emails and letters from new Saab drivers as
well as Saab drivers that have been driving these cars for years.
Here’s a letter from Robin Petch, Sea Watch Foundation Yorkshire
Co-ordinator.
“I am a new Member and have just completed registering my two
Saabs, my newly purchased 9-5 Aero Estate (2007) now known as ‘The
Jet’ and a trusty 9-3 Aero Coupe (2001) known as ‘Gripen’. I have also
sent an email via the Club webpage but can see no way of sending the
requested digital photos. Therefore, I have attached two here but do
have more of ‘Gripen’ in various locations if needed.
“My new SOC membership has already, in the first few days, saved
me over £150 in car insurance and I look forward to future news from
the Club and hope to make the Cadwell event.”
A new Member, even though Saab are no longer making vehicles,
goes to show how catchy these cars are. Robin, we all look forward
to seeing you at Cadwell Park and I will keep an eye out for ‘Gripen’
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or ‘The Jet’. I’m sure you will make some good friends through the
Club as I have and will enjoy what it has to offer. I would
recommend ‘The Peaks and Dales’ weekend if you can make it, as it
promises to be a great weekend, as ever.
And here’s Derek Fletcher who is leaving us:
“Somewhat belatedly, I should de-register my 9-3SE Convertible 9449
DVY. Although we still have the 9-3S Coupe automatic 5595 DSD.
“It isn’t often that a Saab comes on the market in the south Costa
Blanca and so when one does come up I tend to go and have a look.
This was the case when a 9-3ss was advertised in the local English
paper. On arrival at the sales site we both liked the look of it, so I
offered to update my wife's shopping trolley with the one on display. No
way, not even open to discussion! So it was that, the Convertible went
in part exchange for the SS TiD. (You serviced it the week after the UK
International).
“Not all bad news though, as the Convertible had let us down twice
in the past, both times on Internationals. Returning through Sweden
from Finland the fuel pump packed up. If you are going to break down

All correspondence to: LAUREN CROOK
28 Beech Ave, New Mills, High Peak, Derbyshire, SK22 4HU
Telephone: 07876 024293
E-mail: lauren.crook.lc@googlemail.com

in a Saab, Sweden is probably the best place to do it. This caused an
unscheduled stopover in a small village that only had one hotel, one
restaurant but two garages! Fixed next day and off again.
“The following year in Spa at the Belgium International doing the
local sightseeing trip, no clutch!
“I was recovered by another Saab enthusiast attending the weekend
who had a trailer and, who on Monday, took the car to the local Saab
agents in Brussels. This caused an extra four days in Spa.
“Fault - Fractured hydraulic pipe between master and slave cylinder.
Check yours is not chaffing. Keep on writing, you’re doing great”.
Well, it’s a shame to be losing you Derek from the NG900/9-3
following, but I know how well the 9-3SS drives, as well as the
added fuel economy offered which I myself find very attractive. I
must admit I’ve recently borrowed one of these vehicles off Richard
Elliott (due to me blowing up my winter car, my very poorly
Daihatsu Terios – I can see the head shaking of disappointment, I
know I know) and Jess my 9-3 vert being prepared to go back on
the road in April, and was rather impressed with power and fuel
economy as well as it handling rather well compared to most
comparative vehicles of its size. Like a graceful Hippo!
Graham Ballantyne writes:
“This is a photograph of my manual Saab 9-3 Aero Convertible. It was
first registered on 7 November 2001 and I have owned it since June
2005.
“As you can see, the colour is Steel Grey and the interior is black
leather. The car has done 54,000 miles. I only use it in the summer
months and in winter it lives below the car port at the side of our
home.
“I fitted a ‘Viggen Rescue Kit’, supplied by Abbott Racing and the
transformation is sensational. My other Saab is a 1971 Red 96V4 RSA
461J which is on the 96 Register with Al Phillpott.

“In all, I have owned 14 Saabs and only recently disposed a 5-door
hatchback. Keep up the good work with the Register!”
It goes to show in both of these letters, even now that Saab are
once again in financial difficulty, their following and brand loyalty is still
going strong. It seems everyone still needs a Saab in their lives!
Member Geoff Hart registers his ‘new’ 9-3:
“As I have been a Member of the Saab Owners Club for a few years, I
am dropping you a line to let you know about my new (to me) Saab 9-3
Reg YH51 GNG 93 SE Metallic Green, beige leather interior, 59,000
miles. Date of first registration 28 February 2002. My old Saab was a
2004 Saab 93 with 120,000 miles on the clock and still going like new.
I bought a Nissan Note diesel 60mpg and £30 road fund, in part
exchange for my old Saab.
“After a month without a Saab, I saw the new Saab advertised as the
best for its year and bought it unseen from Leeds, as I had been to
Bradford to see a Convertible and was not impressed with the
bodywork. I went to Leeds but didn’t see the car as the owner was
taking his mother for a ride to the Yorkshire Moors. I spoke to him on
the phone that night and asked him to bring the car to Elvington, 40
miles or so, and I would take him back to Leeds. You will probably have
my old car reg plate as P55 RGH. It was transferred to the Nissan as I
never expected to get another Saab so soon.”
Geoff, I have to say your pictures made my day when I opened
your letter. It’s pretty much captured the love of the cars across the
Saab spectrum, no matter who you are.
To be honest, I couldn’t finish this better and I hope you’ve all
enjoyed reading my/your Register. I hope to see you all at the Peaks
and Dales which is 13 June and Cadwell Park. For now, happy
Saabing and see you at the next SA meeting.
Lauren

New Registrations
Name

Mileage

First Registration

Phillip and Judith Schwartz Northumberland 021918-1

Area

Membership No. Reg No: Model/Details
P782 KJB

900 SE Convertible, Sky Metallic Blue Exterior with cream Interior

192,000

01 June 1997

Graham Ballantyne

Aberdeen

010520D-9

N30 AGB

93 Aero Convertible, Steel Grey exterior with black leather interior

54,000

07 November 2001

Geoff Hart

York

017738

YH51GNG

93 SE, Metallic Green Exterior with Beige Leather Interior

59,000

28 February 2002
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9-5
REGISTER
HELLO, WELCOME BACK TO
ANOTHER ISSUE OF ‘DRIVER’
ALREADY. TIME FLIES WHEN
YOU ARE HAVING FUN.
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All correspondence to:
RICHARD CRACKNELL
E-mail: r.cracknell@hotmail.co.uk

New Registrations
Name

Area

Membership No.

Reg No:

Model/Details

Mileage

Acquired Car

Marc Wheeler

Kent

021949-3

KL57 0KT

95 Hirsch Aero

48,800

November 2013

Michael Munt

Staffordshire

021938-2

BF05 NAO

95 Linear TID Estate

65,937

27 April 2005

£104 plus VAT, pulley £20 plus P&P – thanks to Neo.
I had an email from Robin Petch regarding his new car:
“I am a new Member and have just completed registering my two
Saabs, my newly purchased 9-5 Aero Estate (2007) now known as ‘The
Jet’ and a trusty 9-3 Aero Coupe (2001) known as ‘Gripen’.
(See 9000/9-3 Register for details of Robin’s ‘Gripen’ – Ed.).
Michael David Munt (021938-2) asked me to register his car a 9-5
Linear TID Estate registration BF05 NAO, a 2005 Black, one owner car
with only 65,937 miles on the clock. So yet another nice car to join the
register, many thanks Michael.
Marc Wheeler (021949-3) also asked me to register his car it’s a
2007 9-5 Dame Edna Aero four door Saloon with only 48,000 miles
on the clock. This car has an added bonus, it’s a full Hirsch spec from
new. The Hirsch kit and includes; engine, brakes, pedals, suspension,
exhaust and wheels. You have a very nice car I hope you enjoy it.
I would just like to thank everyone for their emails, without these I
couldn’t write these articles, remember this is your ‘Driver’, so keep
sending info to all the Registrars.
Richard

In my last article I mentioned the 1.9 TID, Dame Edna, and the
problems it had. Anyway the car is still at T W Motors in Pontefract
after deciding I could not fix it myself and it needed an expert. So it is
having its injectors sorted out and the subframe mounting bushes
replaced. Well only a few weeks back I only went and accidently
bought another 1.9 TID on a well known internet site. I wasn’t
expecting to win, but bid anyway, what the heck I only won. A low
mileage diesel again. This car had problems. Diesels are a nightmare.
I had it trailered home late one night. It started first time, running on
three cylinders, clouds of smoke, engine management light on and it
was squealing like a pig. Don’t forget that this is the man who said he
would never buy another diesel. Anyway, the car was very clean,
72,000 miles on the clock, automatic, loads of history, folding mirrors
and factory SatNav.
Then the story begins, again. First thing to replace - which I don’t
recommend for the faint hearted – is to replace the inlet manifold (swirl
flaps knackered) which was a nightmare. I have never seen so much
plumbing and you also have to remove the high pressure fuel pump to
gain access. Anyway, job done. I have never seen so much soot up a
chimney, let alone in a manifold. I had to set about cleaning everything,
map and maf sensor, throttle body was completely solid and fitted a
new EGR valve.
Car starts and runs. Found it to be missing on number three, usual
suspect, wiring to number three injector. The squealing like a pig was
the pulley inside the engine mounting.
Parts were a lot cheaper than expected. Manifold and gasket was
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SAABAUTHORISED
SERVICE
CENTRES
BEDFORDSHIRE
BEDFORD
MYLTONS SAAB
8 Sergeants Way,
Bedford, MK41 0EH
T: 01234 866 533
W: myltoncars.co.uk
SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

BRISTOL

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

BRISTOL
SIMPLY SAAB
9 Clothier Road, Brislington
Bristol, BS4 5PS
T: 0117 940 6121
W: simply-saab.com

MILTON KEYNES
SAAB CENTRE MILTON KEYNES
31 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes, MK12 6HR
T: 01908 227 009
W: saabmk.com saabcentreplus.co.uk

CAMBRIDGE SAAB
158 Shelford Road
Trumpington, Cambridge, CB2 9NE
T: 01223 841616
W: cambridgesaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

CAMBRIDGE

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CUMBRIA

CRIGHTONS OF PETERBOROUGH
Dukesmead, Werrington,
Peterborough, PE4 6ZN
T: 01733 571836
W: crightons.co.uk/saab/

PETERBOROUGH
MARSHALL SAAB
Honda House, Tyrrell Park,
Boongate, Peterborough, PE1 5PT
T: 01733 213 210
W: marshallsaab.co.uk

CARLISLE
MGM MOTORS
Morton Street,
Carlisle, CA2 5UU
T: 01228 546079
W: mgmmotors-cumbria.co.uk

PETERBOROUGH

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
no

10% on parts, 20% on labour (not in conjunction with any other offer)

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

10% on parts, 20% on labour (not in conjunction with any other offer)

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

DERBYSHIRE

DEVON

ESSEX

DERBY
BEECHWOOD SAAB
8 Siddals Road,
Derby, DE1 2QD
T: 01332 381 900
W: beechwoodsaab.co.uk

YELVERTON
CHRIS HAMLEY SAAB SPECIALIST
The Parade,
Yelverton PL20 6DT
T: 01822 855 001
W: chrishamleysaabspecialist.co.uk

MANNINGTREE
ABBOTT RACING MOTORSPORT
Wix Manningtree,
Essex, CO11 2TA
T: 01255 870 636
W: abbottracing.net

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

10% on parts & labour

Yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Yes

ESSEX

ESSEX

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

CHELMSFORD
CHELMSFORD SAAB
Howe Street, Great Waltham,
Chelmsford, CM3 1BJ
T: 01245 360 360
W: chelmsfordsaab.co.uk

COLCHESTER
D SALMON CARS
Sheepen Road,
Colchester, CO3 3LE
T: 01206 715 200
W: dsalmoncars.co.uk

GLOUCESTER
GLOUCESTER SAAB
76 Kingsholm Road,
Gloucester, GL1 3BD
T: 01452 522 404
W: gloucestersaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
no
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes*

SALES
yes

Yes for servicing and repairs up to 20% *for service customers

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

GREATER LONDON

GREATER LONDON

GREATER MANCHESTER

FINCHLEY
BALLARDS SAAB
Unit A, Coppetts Centre,
North Circular Road, London, N12 0AJ
T: 0208 211 9160
W: ballardssaab.co.uk

CLAPTON
BRAYDON MOTOR COMPANY
Downs Road Service Station, Downs Road
London E5 8QJ
T: 0208 985 2255
W: braydonmotors.co.uk

OLDHAM
PENTAGON SAAB
Chadderton Way,
Oldham OL2 2QL
T: 0161 621 2720
W: pentagon-group.co.uk/saab

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
From 10%
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MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Yes 10%

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% Discount

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
no

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

GREATER MANCHESTER

HAMPSHIRE

HAMPSHIRE

GLOSSOP
SAABTEC
Unit 12, Glossopbrook Business Park,
Surrey Street, Glossop, SK13 7AJ
T: 01457 867 878
W: saabtec.co.uk

BASINGSTOKE
J DAVY BASINGSTOKE
West Ham, Basingstoke
RG22 6PL
T: 01256 319 400
W: jdavy.co.uk

CHICHESTER
LEWIS SAAB
Ronic House, Main Portsmouth Road (A259),
Bosham, Chichester, PO18 8PN
T: 01243 574 141
W: lewissaab.com

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

10%-30% Saab Service Club discounts available

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
15%

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Stock order items only 15%

MOT
yes

HERTFORDSHIRE

HERTFORDSHIRE

KENT

WELWYN GARDEN CITY
SAABTECH WELWYN
36 Brownfields,
Welwyn Garden City, AL7 1AN
T: 01707 379950
W: saabtechlimited.co.uk

WATFORD
SPIRE SAAB WATFORD
291-295 Lower High Street,
Watford, WD17 2HZ
T: 01923 200 500
W: spiresaabwatford.co.uk

CANTERBURY
TEAM TRACTION SAAB
Unit 3, Becket Business Park,
Broad Oak Road, Canterbury, CT2 0PQ
T: 01227 472 095
W: teamtractionsaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

KENT
MAIDSTONE
F G BARNES MAIDSTONE
Cuxton Road, Parkwood, Maidstone,
Ken Kent, ME15 9YF
T: 01622 755531
W: fgbarnes.co.uk
SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% Parts & Labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP MOT
yes
yes
minor repairs yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
15%

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

LANCASHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE

BLACKBURN
BAY HORSE AUTOS
Unit 3, Centurion Business Park,
Davyfield Road, Blackburn, BB1 2QY
T: 01254 695 063
W: bayhorseautos.co.uk

LUTTERWORTH
ASHBY GARAGE
Ashby Garage, Main Street
Ashby Parva, Lutterworth LE17 5HS
T: 01455 209 191
W: ashbygarage.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% discount on parts

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

LINCOLNSHIRE

MERSEYSIDE

NORFOLK

GRIMSBY
HUMBERSIDE SAAB
226 Victoria Street,
Grimsby, DN31 1PH
T: 01472 348 527
W: humbersidesaab.co.uk

SOUTHPORT
CHAPEL HOUSE SAAB
609 Liverpool Road, Ainsdale,
Southport, PR8 3NG
T: 01704 574 126
W: chapelhousesaab.co.uk

WYMONDHAM
HAGSTROM SAAB
Unit B Gale Business Park,
Ayton Road, Wymondham, NR18 0QQ
T: 01953 602754
W: hagstromsaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount Negotiable

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

NORTH WALES

RUSHDEN
INDY SAAB
Unit 1, Rectory Road,
Rushden, NN10 0AD
T: 01933 355 335
W: indysaab.co.uk

NORTHAMPTON
WESTAWAY MOTORS
Broughton Green Road,
Moulton Park, NN2 7AH
T: 01604 494 121
W: westawaysaab.co.uk

WREXHAM
HIGHER OAK GARAGE
Oak Road
Wrexham Industrial Estate, Wrexham LL13 9RG
T: 01978 661709
W: saab-higheroak.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP MOT SALES
yes
yes
no (CBA)
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts only (not in conjunction with any other offer)

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Stock items 10%

SCOTLAND

SCOTLAND (CENTRAL)

SCOTLAND (CENTRAL)

STRATHCLYDE, AYR
PARK’S SAAB
90 Doonfoot Road, Ayr,
Strathclyde, KA7 4DP
T:01292 445540
W:parkssaab.co.uk

GLASGOW
SCHONEVILLE SAAB
1 Kilbirnie Place,
Tradeston Industrial Estate, Glasgow, G5 8QR
T: 0141 429 5833
W: schonevillesaab.com

GLASGOW
WESTERN SAAB GLASGOW
100 West Street,
Glasgow, G5 8AW
T: 0141 429 7222
W: westernsaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

SOMERSET

SOMERSET

YEOVIL
ASTLEY SAAB
12 Oxford Road, Pen Mill Trading Estate,
Yeovil, BA21 5HR
T: 01935 426 701
W: astleysaab.co.uk

TAUNTON
PERRY & PROUSE
Smalls Yard, Dellers Wharf,
Taunton, TA1 1NU
T: 01823 288351
W: perryandprouse.co.uk

TAUNTON
ROWCLIFFES SAAB
78-88 East Reach,
Taunton, TA1 3HF
T: 01823 250 430
W: rowcliffessaab.co.uk

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount Negotiable

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

10% parts & labour, 10% parts & accessories (whether fitted by garage or not)

SOMERSET

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP MOT
yes
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Saab Service Club discounts available

MOT
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
25%

MOT
yes

SALES
no
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SAAB AUTHORISED SERVICE CENTRES
SOUTH WALES
SWANSEA
FRF SAAB
Neath Road, Morriston
Swansea, SA6 8JR
T: 01792 310 111
W: frfmotors.com/saab
SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount Negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SOUTH WALES

STAFFORDSHIRE

CARDIFF
SWSS Ltd
Portmanmoor Road Ind. Estate,
Cardiff, CF24 5HB
T: 02920 473 040 & 02920 473 050
W: swss.co.uk

STOKE-ON-TRENT
HOLDCROFT SAAB
Leek Road, Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 6AT
T: 01782 274 504
W: holdcroftsaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount Negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

SUFFOLK

SURREY

BURY ST EDMUNDS
CECIL & LARTER
Wentworth House,
Bury St Edmunds, IP32 6EN
T: 01284 778 896
W: cecilandlartersaab.co.uk

IPSWICH
ROBINSONS IPSWICH
Goddard Road East,
Ipswich, IP1 5NY
T: 01473 241 616
W: robinsinssaab.co.uk

VIRGINIA WATER
IAN ALLEN MOTORS
Sandhill Lane,
Virginia Water, GU25 4BT
T: 01344 842 801
W: ianallanmotors.com

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SURREY
LEATHERHEAD
BELL & COLVILL (Horsley) LTD.
Epsom Road, West Horsley,
Leatherhead, KT24 6DG
T: 01483 281 000
W: bellandcolvill.com
SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP MOT SALES
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% off parts & accessories & up to 40% off labour

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10%

SUSSEX

SUSSEX

CHICHESTER
LEWIS SAAB
Ronic House, Main Portsmouth Road (A259),
Bosham, Chichester, PO18 8PN
T: 01243 574 141
W: lewissaab.com

CRAWLEY
TURNERS HILL GARAGE
Turners Hill, Crawley,
West Sussex, RH10 4NP
T: 01342 716 322
W: turnershillsaab.com

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Stock order items only 15%

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

SUSSEX

TEESSIDE

WEST MIDLANDS

EASTBOURNE
BOURNE MOTORS
1-2 Cornfield Lane
Eastbourne, BN21 4NE
T: 01323 727011
W: bournemotorssussex.co.uk

THORNABY-ON-TEES
ALEXANDERS SAAB TEESSIDE
Teesdale,
Thornaby-on-Tees, TS17 6BB
T: 01642 679 781
W: alexanderssaab.co.uk

BIRMINGHAM
BAGNALL SAAB
1 Auckland Road,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham, B11 1RH.
T: 0121 772 1555
W: bagnallsaab.com

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
Discount Negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SALES
yes

20% on parts, 30% on labour &15% on parts only purchases

SUFFOLK

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP MOT SALES
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour to Saab Service Club members

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
On servicing, discount negotiable

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

WEST MIDLANDS

WEST MIDLANDS

WEST MIDLANDS

COVENTRY
JOHNSONS CARS
443 Fletchampstead Highway,
Coventry, CV4 9BY
T: 024 7671 7800
W: johnsonscars.co.uk

SUTTON COLDFIELD
JOHNSONS CARS
8 Kings Road, New Oscott,
Sutton Coldfield, B73 5AF
T: 0121 355 6060
W: johnsonscars.co.uk

BIRMINGHAM
WMSS (WEST MIDLANDS SAAB SPECIALIST)
Wood Lane,
Birmingham, B24 9QR
T: 0121 270 1095
W: wmss.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% Parts & Labour

MOT
yes

WILTSHIRE

WILTSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

CHIPPENHAM
PLATINUM SAAB
London Road, Pewsham,
Chippenham, SN15 3RR
T: 01249 655 871
W: platinumsaab.co.uk

SWINDON
SKURRAYS SAAB
Langley Road, Hillmead,
West Swindon, SN5 5QJ
T: 01793 883 600
W: skurrays.co.uk

YORK
ALEXANDERS SAAB, YORK
Great North Way, York Business Park,
Nether Poppleton, York, YO26 6RB
T: 01904 520 300
W: alexanderssaab.co.uk

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
no
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP MOT SALES
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour to Saab Service Club members

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

HULL
HUMBERSIDE SAAB
Priory Way,
Hull, HU4 7DY
T: 01482 351129
W:humbersidesaab.co.uk

LEEDS
LUSCOMBE SAAB
Low Road, Hunslet
Leeds, LS10 1RB
T: 0113 271 8579
W:luscombemotors.co.uk

SHEFFIELD
PENTAGON SAAB
City Parkway, Parkway Avenue
Sheffield, S11 8JE
T: 0114 209 4415
W:pentagon-group.co.uk/saab

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour
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MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% on parts & labour

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SALES
no

SERVICING PARTS BODYSHOP
yes
yes
yes
DISCOUNT TO SOC MEMBERS
10% Discount

MOT
yes

SALES
yes

SAAB
Our Club Shop has experienced some substantial
difficulties in the last couple of months or so and I’d
like to apologise to Members who may have been
inconvenienced.
It is in process of being rebranded as ‘Saab Club
Butik’, and new items are being sourced as Board
approval is granted.
There is very little old stock left (no clothing at all)
and limited numbers of the following items only:
Umbrellas
Grille badges
Cloth badges
Saab ‘Driver’ binders
White coveralls (to keep clothes clean, when doing
roadside repairs)
We have had some new ‘Parker Jotter’ pens
delivered already, and a small number of good quality
fleeces (navy blue, size L or XL only) with the original
early turbo image embroidered.

I am also sourcing small numbers of Saab models/
toys and books on Saab. Books may not be brand
new, but for new converts to the Saab marque, a preread copy of ‘From Two-Stroke to Turbo’ may be
better than no copy at all! I have just bought six new
shrink-wrapped copies of ‘Harnessing Horsepower’,
Stuart Turner’s 2011 tribute to Pat Moss Carlsson and
available to Members at £9.00 plus £2.80 postage
(originally £24.99). Contact me with your ‘wants’, I
have multiple copies of many favourite titles!
Inevitably, there will be delays between new ‘butik’
items becoming available and them being advertised
in Saab ‘Driver’, so please check ‘Saab Owners Club’
on Facebook.
Alternatively, contact me via
international@saabclub.co.uk or call/text Iain
Hodcroft on 07976 314012 and leave a message.

SAAB POLO SHIRT

SOC MUG

SAFETY VEST

Available in Black or White Sizes: s-m-l
Code: 500

Code: 42

Code: 875-877

£17.00

£5.00

£4.50

NEW PEN

‘DRIVER’ BINDER

SAAB SILK TIE

Blue/Gold Pen
Code: 53

Limited Stock
Code: 62

New design
Code: 684

£2.50

£7.50

£12.00

TO ORDER ONLINE...

TO ORDER BY POST...

www.saabclubshop.co.uk

Send your order to the address above

E-mail: shop@saabclub.co.uk

Cheques payable to Saab Owners Club Ltd
P&P charges apply to all orders

U

T
I
K
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MOTORSPORT

Tour of Wessex
13-15 February 2015
It was to be a fairly inauspicious start. We broke down 3.7 miles
from the start line! We had over 600 miles to go.
I bought my wonderful 1961 Saab Two-Stroke in May 2013. It
had been race prepared and raced in Sweden. It had been
lightly used by Graham Little on the UK race circuits but as he
got older he gave up his racing licence and decided to sell the
car. I bought the car and ran it in the Silverstone Classic in July
2013. I had entered Transatlantic Touring Cars, a Masters Series
race and my competition was mainly comprised of cars like the
7-litre V8 Ford Galaxy and the 5-litre V8 Mustang. The 841 cc
three cylinder Saab was perhaps a little under powered in the
face of this American Iron! It did attract a lot of attention and
‘Octane’ magazine chose a picture of my car as one of the top
10 pictures of that weekend.
Over the rest of 2013 we tweaked the car and rebuilt a spare
engine. Chris Partington prepared a great Stage 2 engine and
Mark Linstone prepared the rest of the car. I was going to take
the car to another classic race meeting, the Spa six hour to run
in the U2TC race. The organisers were again delighted to
encourage a nice example of a smaller touring car out of the
woodwork. Incidentally, the car is also eligible for the HRDC
various series. I thought hard about it, but thought that Spa is
another ‘power circuit’ and this is not the best use for this car.
We decided to convert it to a rally car.
Of course, the readership will be readily familiar with the
capabilities of the Saab 96 for rallying and the race to rally
conversion is not that big a deal. Taller springs and some subtle
calibration would make it a much easier drive. Ditch the FIA
appendix K Dunlop’s and put on some road tyres. The car was
already fully prepp’ed to FIA standard with roll bars, electrical
cut offs and fire extinguishers and had full FIA papers. I bought
and installed a Brantz and some clocks and we were ready to
go rallying.
We entered the Tour of Wessex, which was to be run from the
Haynes Motor Museum to Exeter and back over the course of
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three days and some 600 miles. My co-driver John Pinhorn is
pretty handy mechanically and we were ready to go.
So, where was I, we broke down. It was the fuse behind the
master switch which had apparently melted. Probably too many
things had been added on over the years and the latest
additions of Brantz, PIAA spots, a digital clock were the final
straws. We dismantled the master switch and Johnny effected a
road side repair. We were on our way again. 10 miles later the
fuel pump faltered, but restarted of its own accord, only to fail
again a few hours later. It was to prove another easy fix for
Johnny and the badly crimped wires were repaired. We’ve
booked in a full re-wire.
The rally was to offer almost 30 tests, some special stage
work, some forest work and almost a dozen regularities and all
the ‘transport’ connection sectors that one can imagine when
you join together the routes on such a rally. We did not score
well on the opening Friday night as we were late starting each
section and constantly chasing our tail. We got back to the rally
HQ/hotel at 11.00pm and went to bed.
Alarm at 6.00am on the Saturday and off to the start for just
after 7.00am. The car ran faultlessly all through Saturday, 14
hours of hard thrashing. I can’t say how many hard-nosed
Marshalls leaned into the car at control points or start points
and said, ‘I love the sound of that Two-Stroke engine’. Several
said, ‘I love that smell’. Run a Saab Two-Stroke and apparently
you gain a huge new circle of friends/admirers.
Through the second day we gradually improved our position.
We were up against other so called novices. The definition of
novice being; ‘not a recent class award winner or top 10 finisher
in the UK rally championships’. There were more than 20 teams
in category 1 ‘experts’ who had been recent top 10 finishers in
the UK rally championships.
The early leader of our class was a Rover 2000 TC a former

THE NOISIEST
CAR ON THE
RALLY!

Rover Works car with the original registration 1 KUE. Another
well driven car was an MGB V8. We joked that with his
3,500cc he had more than four times our cubic capacity.
Nevertheless, and despite having the smallest capacity car
on the rally, we were doing well. Our car was also very noisy,
but what a great noise. With quite a tight small power band
starting at about 3,000rpm and finishing by 5,000rpm, on any
type of incline we did need to rev it to get away from the line.
Many readers will know rallying is not only about power and
speed, but also about guile, accuracy, great navigation,
reliability, endurance and luck. My co-driver, Johnny Pinhorn,
was doing his first rally but picking it up really quickly. As a
software engineer he has the kind of brain that deals well
with complex routing and such like. He also has eyes like a
(young) hawk and easily read the maps and notes at night
without the use of a potti.
There had been 40 entrants but by Saturday night we were
running 27th overall and 3rd in Class. We were ahead of a
gaggle of Minis (two of them being Cooper Ss) and a Gilbern
GT and an ex works TR2. We were pleased with our
performance and delighted with the car!
Sunday morning, another 6.30am rise and we’re off to the
start point. The former works Rover 2000TC lying in first
place in our Class has to withdraw as he has lost his gear
linkage. Of course, one is always sorry to see another Classic
car and team retire, but another small part of you thanks the
luck of moving up the order. We’re off for another hard day of
specials stages including sliding through the mud at
Glastonbury farm, various navigationally more demanding
regularity type stages and two hill climbs. The Saab carries
on and frankly laps it up. Our ground clearance is more than
ample and our underside very well designed. A few more cars
retire as they have knocked off their exhausts. By mid-

morning on Sunday, out of 39 starters, we now only have 31
cars left running. We’re lying 24th and now 2nd in Class.
It has been a funny old weekend. We had the most fantastic
scenery and roads to enjoy over Exmoor and the surrounding
countryside. The weather has been kind to us and as the Saab
now has no heater we were grateful for warm-ish weather. The
spectators we saw seem to love it and many waved and asked
us to beep and or rev the famous noisy Two-Stroke engine for
them. A small proportion of other road users seemed to get
quite stressed about the rally drivers driving around on ‘their’
roads. One chap blocked the rally route with his new-ish BMW.
Generally, I’d estimate that 80% of people loved the rally
(especially the kids watching from every type of vantage point).
Perhaps 15% of people were a bit fed up, horse riders, dog
walkers, some cyclists and perhaps 5% apparently took real
umbrage. The MSA report on the Roger Clark Rally incident in
Scotland had just been published the previous week. The
Forestry commission were understandably very concerned
about the ramifications of that MSA report and the Wessex
Rally organisers were really up against it in terms of what to
modify at such short notice. In the end, they had to cancel a
few special forest stages and the rally was not quite as
demanding or as fun as it might have been. Despite that,
we had a great time. It was soon to be Sunday early evening
and the final time cards were being assembled and the
results compiled.
We came 2nd in Class, just behind the 3.5litre MGB V8. In our
category we had seen off all the Minis, the Gilbern, the TR2,
and I suppose the works Rover as he had retired. We had even
beaten one of the 911s from the Expert Class (a former top 10
finisher), what a result! The car has found its forte, and of
course it is Historic Endurance Rallying, no surprise there then!
Johan Denekamp
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COMPETITION
This ultimate kit includes:
• Bodywork Shampoo
Conditioner
• Super Resin Polish
• Extra Gloss Protection
• Clean Wheels
• Instant Tyre Dressing
• Wheel Protector
• Interior Shampoo

• Car Glass Polish
• Vinyl and Rubber Care
• Sponge
• Hi-Tech Finishing
• Cloth
• Aqua Dry
• Car care guide

THE PERFECT
AUTOGLYM GIVEAWAY
as they celebrate 50 years at the top
Leading car care experts Autoglym is celebrating 50 years of
production this year, and to mark its golden anniversary the
company is giving away the ultimate car care kit to one lucky
Saab Member.
The Collection Perfect Bodywork, Wheels and Interiors kit worth
over £60 and has all that a car-enthusiast could desire including
the newly launched Wheel Protector product.
The Wheel Protector lasts up to 30 per cent longer than
competitors and was developed working alongside Status Grand
Prix in Abu Dhabi to test the coating in the most extreme
conditions, as well as Rimstock the largest manufacturer of alloy
wheels in Europe.
The brand new product holds its protection for up to six weeks
on wheels, repelling brake dust and dirt and making wheels look
cleaner between washes and easier to clean and maintain.
Autoglym’s passion for perfection began in 1965 at a time when
using car wax and polish was a difficult and laborious process.

After launching its first ever product, Radiant Wax Polish, the
company quickly gained a loyal following of professional users
impressed by the finish and ease of use of the products.
After numerous requests from the public, Autoglym launched
Silicone Resin Polish and for the first time people could enjoy
the professional finish that had only been available to the
motor trade.
In the decades since, Autoglym has been at the forefront of
passion and innovation in the car care industry and its class was
underlined when awarded two Royal Warrants – providing
products and vehicle manufacturer approvals for the Royal
households of HM The Queen and HRH Prince of Wales.
The company now manufactures over 100 products to make
your Saab shine.
To view more Autoglym products and purchase Wheel
Protector you can visit www.autoglym.com

To enter, simply answer the question below and fill in your details.
How many years has Autoglym been producing car care products?

Name:

SOC Membership No:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Please post or email entries to: Anne Szpindor • Mypec, The Festoon Rooms, Sunny Bank Mills, Farsley, Leeds LS28 5UJ.
email: annes@mypec.co.uk – Entries close 1st June 2015. The winner will be the first correct entry drawn at random.

PREVIOUS PRODUCT OFFER WINNERS
October/November/December 2014 – The winner of the P&O Ferries Competition Caroline Driscoll (Hants)
March/April 2015 – The winner of the Professional Valeters Detailers & Imperial Wax Competition Steven Tomkins, Sheffield
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Advertisements may also be placed on the Club website. Web advertisements can be submitted
using the web advertisement form. Access via: www.saabclub.co.uk and click on web adverts.
Trade advertisements will not be accepted.

CLASSIFIED

To place classified advertisements, please use the advertising form below. Alternatively a form is available online at www.saabclub.co.uk

Turbo 16s Convertible

Two-Stroke

900i

Saab 95 1966

16V 1985cc Convertible

84,000 miles, Grey. Owned by me since 2003
and partially restored. Interior, exterior and
mechanically all good. Disk brakes, facet fuel
pump, triple carburettor so quick and fun to
drive. £6000.
Tel: 01656 890204 (Bridgend)

1994 manual. Immaculate in and out. New
hood last year. Usual convertible fittings plus
tailored full cover. MOT January 2016. Taxed
until sold. 151,000 miles. Burgundy Red, soft
grey velour upholstery. 14 successful no
trouble rallies in Cornwall 2014. Health
reason, reluctant sale for £3250.
Tel: 01872 864088 (Cornwall).

Due to bereavement of my husband I have to
sell his beloved Saab. 1993, Green Abbot
Racing, MOT July 2015. SORN in garage over
winter. Taxed. 163,976 miles, leather seats,
fully loaded, very good condition.
£3800 ONO.
Tel: 01425 623583 (Hampshire).

1988 Turbo Auto
Five door, runs beautifully, body and rear shelf
need work. Velvet seats perfect, Metallic
Green. Owned since 1992. 98,996 miles.
Happy to send photos. £1000.
Mob: 07966 360190 (Edgware).

MOT and Taxed, interesting number plate S4
ABO. Two owners, last one me for last 15
years. High mileage and great solid runner.
Special Saab original wide alloy wheels and
good 225/45 R17 extra load tyres. Hood
replaced 10 years ago. Full service record
including recent auto gearbox service.
£1500 or offers.
Tel: 07974454945 (Reading).

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SMALL ADS

Information check control radio display, unit
Part No: 5263215, good condition. £50.00
OVNO. Free Postage. Tel: 01904 608436
Mob: 07857631764 (York).

Holiday Lets

9-3
SE 2.31 Convertible

900

Bits and Pieces
900 SID1 SIU Dash

Holiday in Western Algarve –
Special prices for Saab Owners in
our modern apartment
Featuring air conditioning and underfloor
heating for year round comfort. Superb sea
views, indoor and outdoor pools. Sleeps up to
six. Two bedrooms. Two bathrooms. Fully
equipped kitchen, dishwasher, washing
machine. Satellite TV. Free wi-fi.
Tel: 01485 535678 or email:
alexanderalgarve@aol.com (Norfolk).

IMPORTANT NOTES

TICK CLASSIFICATION:
Two-Stroke

9-3

95 V4
9-5
96 V4

NO.
OF WORDS

MEMBERS
ONLY

NON
MEMBERS

UP TO
36

FREE

£10.00
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

Cars Wanted

UP TO
57

£5.00

£14.00

99

Wanted

UP TO
72

£9.00

£22.00

900

Bits and Pieces

HIGHLIGHTED
COLUMN

£23.00

£34.00

9000

Misc

90

If you are a trader, the law requires that you
state ‘Trade’

I enclose a cheque for

£

:

Name:
Address:

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Postcode:
Telephone No:
I agree the wording of the advertisement is true.
Signed:

E
S
A
E
PL INT
PR RLY
CLEA
PLease PRINT CLEARLY or preferably TYPE on separate sheet. Use separate sheet if there is not
enough space on this form. Use correct punctuation. Copy the form if you wish to use more
than one classified section. ONLY ONE ADVERTISEMENT PER FORM WILL BE ACCEPTED.
We regret that ONWARD GOING advertisements cannot be accepted, all ads will be accepted
on a first come, first served basis. It is not always possible to include photographs, we apologise
if yours is not included. We cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions arising from
illegible submissions. COPIES OF ‘DRIVER’ are available to NON-MEMBER ADVERTISERS upon
request. Please add to your cheque an extra £4.00 per copy plus 50p p&p.MEMBERSHIP
NUMBERS MUST BE QUOTED ON ALL COMPLETED FORMS.

Date:

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE YOUR ASKING PRICE,
and YOUR TEL. NO. within the advertising panel.

PLEASE NOTE THIS ADVERTISING FORM MUST
ACCOMPANY ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Advertisements on the web ads site will not
automatically be included within the ‘Driver’ unless
re-submitted on this form.

Please make cheques payable to:
The Saab Owners Club of
Great Britain Ltd
Please send cheque (to SOC) and form to:

Anne Szpindor
MYPEC
The Festoon Rooms
Farsley, Leeds LS28 5UJ

DEADLINE – JULY/AUGUST 2015
29th MAY 2015
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LASTWORD
SOC – TAIL LIGHT
TWENTY SAABS AND COUNTING...

RACHEL HILLIER, NATIONAL EVENTS/BENEFITS & SERVICES

Always car mad, Saab roared into my
life when watching a special stage of the
RAC Rally. This 96 hurtled round, got it
slightly wrong and rolled, bounced, did
a handbrake turn to face the right way
and continued to win the stage, wow!
That lightbulb moment has never left
me; to this day I remain a complete
Saab fanatic, not just the cars, but the
aeroplanes too, but that’s another story
with an exciting trip to IntSaab2016 at
my favourite Flygvapen (The Swedish
Airforce) Museum in Linköping
next year.
My father and brother loved cars and
were always happiest under the bonnet
of whatever was on the drive at the
time. If a bonnet went up then you
could guarantee I would be there too
with a ‘Dad what’s this or Dad what’s
that question?’ It was an eclectic
mixture from a BSA (car), Lanchester,
Wolseley, Triumph Renown, Jaguar 2.4
Mark I, 3.4 Mark II, 3.8 S-Type. Added to
this were frequent visits to Silverstone,
where a favourite event was the
SUNBAC meeting where car and bike
races alternated. Then there was talk
about something to follow the Big Cats
my story of the Saab at the RAC kicked
in and the first Saab a 99 arrived.
I went to school in Lincolnshire albeit

the other end of the county from
Cadwell Park, but in that wonderful
Georgian town of Stamford. There
followed a career in the BBC, in
television outside broadcast, where I
had the best possible posting to work
on Motorsport Rallycross, Motor
Racing, Bike Racing and all other forms
of horsepower – both two wheeled and
four-legged – and they paid me for
doing what I loved – wonderful.
I remember the Rev Stan Condon
(then dealing with membership for the
SOC) flagging us down on a visit to
family in Northamptonshire driving a
1709cc 99, in the days when all Saab’s
flashed each other(!) and the look of
delight on his face when he discovered
we were already SOC Members.
By then, now married and living 2.5
miles from the first Saab Dealership
(Haymill in Farnham Common, Bucks),
there followed the thrill of my first drive
in the 99 Turbo to check if it was a
good’un, a run from Amersham up Gore
Hill towards Beaconsfield to get to
100mph by the top, oh yes! it was a
good’un! Haymill were a great
dealership (see ‘Driver’ Nov/Dec 2007
with an article on Paul Whitehouse)
through them, and friends working for
Saab GB in Marlow, came sponsorship

DISPLAY
ADVERTISING
Anyone in the business of selling goods or services related to the motor
car, as a general rule, can advertise in the ‘Driver’.
If Members can recommend a service or would like to suggest someone
to our Sales Executive we would be most grateful, the more revenue the
Club can bring in, the more money we can spend on the Club.

Kay Scott
Tel: 01943 461679
kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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for the British Pony Dressage Team.
‘Would we like a couple of 9-5 Estates
to take to the Championships in
Sweden at Strömsholm?’ I was asked,
(see ‘Driver’ Sept/Oct 2000). It was a
long, but very enjoyable drive via train
in the channel tunnel to an overnight in
Denmark before driving on to Sweden
for a wonderful championship and
coming back with a Silver medal.
There followed a ‘would you be
interested in driving one of our preseries cars for three years?’ That car was
‘Sooty’, a 2.3 9-5 Estate and the owner
of my e-mail address well, one of them!
Three years became nearly nine before
she was recalled by the GnoMes at
Luton but what a joy she was, followed
briefly by a 2.3 Aero and now my dearly
loved Diesel Weasel that gobbles up the
miles whilst gobbling less fuel.
We moved to East Anglia in 2005.
There was no local owners club
operating then, so I resolved to put that
right. By 2006 I set up the first East
Anglia meet at The Scole Inn and I’m
delighted to say East Anglia Saab
EASOC is a lively and growing Group.
We organised the 2014 National Saabs
in Suffolk and many of our team will be
at Cadwell Park – the entries are coming
in, that’s me – see you at Cadwell.

We Need Your News!
Don’t forget, Saab ‘Driver’ is your magazine and we
always welcome submissions from you, the Members.
If you’ve got a report, a review, a technical article, a
travel piece or perhaps just a brief letter, send them
to us with any relevant photos at the highest
resolution your camera will allow.

Anne Szpindor,
annes@mypec.co.uk
0113 257 9646

SAAB

Authorised Dealer

Mail order service
for parts and accessories
Parts Hotline: (01342) 718799
Parts Fax: (01342) 714085
All major credit cards accepted

Turners Hill Garage Ltd
Website: http://www.saab.uk.com
Email: parts@saab.uk.com

SOUTHAMPTON

SAAB specialists with many
years experience
Phone for a quote for servicing & repairs – All
models catered for
• Tech2 Diagnostics
• Mechanical Repairs
• Tyres & Balancing

INDEPENDENT SPECIALIST
NEW AND USED PARTS AVAILABLE
SERVICE AND REPAIR FACILITIES
USED SAABS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

VOLSAA
ENGINEERING
Tel: (01332) 291320 Fax: (01332) 380698
2-4 Fox Street, Derby DE1 2BW
www.volsaaengineering.co.uk

Turners Hill, Crawley, West Sussex

SS MOTORS

SAAB

• Original SAAB parts
• Annual Service
• Used Car Sales

Telephone: 023 8044 4119 www.ssmotors.co.uk
Unit 8, Spitfire Quay, Hazel Road, Woolston, Southampton, SO19 7GB

Mark Arnold
Dealing in

SAABS
for nearly 40 years
all vehicles personally selected & appraised

What really matters is
attention to detail!
• SAABS under 6 years old,
£6k - £20k
• Most with only one previous
owner and full Franchised Dealer
service history
• Every car carries my own Parts
and Labour warranty

Please visit my website @

www.markarnold.co.uk
for full details of current stock

• Part exchange considered

Tel: 01454 412073
Mobile: 07836755499

Quality Used Car Sales in Yelverton, Devon – Chris Hamley Saab Specialist Ltd.
Used Vehicle Sales • Parts • MOT • Servicing • Alarms • Accessories • Part Exchange
Warranty • Body Shop • Paint Shop • Authorised Map Tun Performance Dealer
Member of the Good Garage Scheme

Tel: 01822 855001 Fax: 01822 855101 Mobile: 07778 959297
e-mail: chris@saab-specialists.fsnet.co.uk www.chrishamleysaabspecialist.co.uk
The Parade,Yelverton, Devon, PL20 6DT

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri: 8am-5.30pm Sat: 8am-1pm

WE ARE NOW

SAAB AUTHORISED
REPAIRERS
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EXCLUSIVE RATES
for all SOC members on
Classic Policies!

CALL US NOW FOR OUR ‘BEST’ QUOTE REF: SOC

- Peter Best Insurance Supporting clubs & their
members since 1985

TEL: 01376 573033 / TEL: 01621 840400
180 High Street, Kelvedon, Colchester
Colchester,, Essex CO5 9JD

PETER BEST INSURANCE OFFERS SO MUCH MORE
EA
AT DEALS FO
FOR YOUR CLASSICS
THAN JUST GREA
GREAT
For all SOC members,
members, we offer our bespoke
household policies which can include up to
worth
parts
£5000 wor
th of vehicle par
ts kept in your
home or garage as standard.
Please call one of our friendly sales team
further
information
for fur
ther infor
mation or
www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk
visit us at www
.peterbestinsurance.co.uk
w.peterbestinsur
.

THE COMPLETE INSURANCE
RANCE P
PACKAGE
A
ACKAG FOR SOC MEMBERS
ACKAGE

WWW.PETERBESTINSURANCE.CO.UK
WWW
W.PETERBESTINSURANCE.CO
.PETE
.
.UK
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

